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Charles \Al.illiam Butler 1872-1960 
INTRODUCTION 
I 
INTRODUCTION 
The Reformation brought to light truths whioh had been hidden and 
forgotten for years. The truth which Luther helped to to 
remembrance was that of justification by f'ai th.. Thi.s truth was the 
1 
source and determinate of his theology. About two hundred years later 
another man of God helped to bring out a forgotten truth, that of entire 
sanctification by faith.. This man was John """'"'u .. .,,, This truth is 
by many as being the source and determinate of hi.s theology. 2 
The tiethodist Church, which 
to America, producing many leaders. Much research has been 
done on the theology of '\<lesley his immediate followers but a lesser 
amount of research has been done on followed him on the 
American scene.. One of those who stood in the \.Wesleyan tradition in the 
American scene was C. Butler. 
I. 
Statement 2t Problem 
The problem of this paper was to investigate c. Butler's 
1Ewald , This Is Luther (St. Louis, 
lishing House, 1948), p. 93. See also Luther's '"r"~"'"" 
: Pub-
American Edition, 
Vols. and .. 
2Harald Lindstrom, ~~s~~ ~ Sanctification (London: Epworth 
, 1946), p. 218.. George Allen Turner, 1!1..~1 }!ore Excellent )Na;y: 
(Winona Lake, Indiana: Light and Life Press, 19525, p. 274. 
theology in order to~ (1) the focal point of his theology, 
{2) forth the effect this focal point had on the rest of his 
• and (J) systematize his theology in the light of that influence. 
II. JUSTIFICATION OF 
was it been observed 
has followers but a lesser an1ount 
on those who followed him on 
scene.J influenced the lives of multitudes of 
people. Also, have out of 
trends in 
nations, in the lives of thousands of 
doctrines which were to Methodist ~nurch 
of these other churches. 
project has attempted to study the 
of one on the American scene. 
influenced people across In addition to 
ever systematized the works 
justified on a twofold 
c. Butler. 
3nelbert 
Doctoral dissertation, 
19.52), 1. 
, 
The 
Butler. 
• Little research has 
Theology of Joseph 
University of 
people 
peoples. 
the 
theo-
one studied 
, no one 
(unpublished 
Iowa, 
!II. 
central purpose of been theologicale The 
historical background has been surveyed but not included in this study. 
If the would desire to this 1 can 
entitled, of 
Smith. This dissertation was submitted to 
at the 
It has not 
College 
purpose 
theology was Wesleyan or something 
to prove the truth or falsity of 
to 
theology and how it affected 
State University of 
this study prove that Butler's 
Nor there an attempt 
s position. Rather, onl,v 
the central motif of 's 
thought,. 
4 
this study has been gathered in the usual manner 
of research.. Butler ·wrote only a few books. The :majority of 
the support this study been from the editorials which 
wrote the he contributed to 
Pen~ecos~_! !h! In addition to published 
sermons been exarained.. These, however, were few number. 
available editorial article which Butler wrote was 
.,"" .... "~'"'·""..,. at least once. articles which were not theological in 
nature were eliminated in the first Those dealing with Butler's 
theological position were examined a second In the 
5 
examination, the material was which now comprises thesis. 
Since editorials are not lengthy in word content it was necessary to 
draw theological position from maey articles. 
the 
traditional Wesleyan theological He of sal-
vation as consisting of two hemispheres or three zones .. 4 The 
zone hemisphere was that which is usually to as first 
.. This he referred to as spirit~ 
He also thought of this as conversion. Included this justifi-
to as the second crisis. This second to as 
per-
fection, love, !tfull salvation, na personal 
and second wo:rk of 
used the mo1~ than the other 
been defined in a manner in the this study, but 
has been used so often a brief definition has been given • 
4 c.. Butler, Double Cure~ •r ~-.-;.:;..;::.:~= ;;;;.;;;;.;:;;.;;;;;o:;.;;:;.P 
(April 6, 1949), ) • 
.5c. Butler, s'Bible Perfection, 
(October 12~ 1944), 1, 2. 
ecmsrness. 
not 
ters. 
of God .. 
as 
to its otm 
VI. 
of 
-vd.th 
uu~ouv out the faet that 
in creation .. 
6 
it it 
OF 
seven 
in man .. 
VIII 
GOD 
OF 
a doctrine 
Since Butler based his doctrine of God on Scripture~ his position 
concerning Scripture also been presented in this chapter as a back-
his doctrine of God. This chapter 
as to 's personality, trinityt tfill, attributes, and 
T 
.... 
that ma..11 a rational Since he 
was thus created, In 
he moves from effect to cause till he 
a cause enough to account all effects. man discovers 
that cause 1 
Butler that man's in practically 
does mean that the knowledge 
is inaccurate or undependable.. It could be accurate, 
wholly been shown 
to applicable and temporal. Fi.ni te man 
never compassed all the realities of 
complete knowledge of the infinite. kneti'ledge, however, 
Butler, "Faith-Building 
New (January 1940), 1. 
15~ ), 1. 
adequate to produce the 2 spiritual results. 
Bu"t.ler said that two sources of information concerning are 
to man investigation. The first source which is 
confronted the open book of nature. In this book man was brought 
9 
to face with the fact design, of purpose, of plan and of intel-
ligent forethought. man to think of 
a thinker or person. This led to the concept of personality. Butler 
and 
's purpose, gave man additional 
This second source God to man was the 
revelation .. Scriptures made no 
God, but they wit.h the assertion of 
of the exercise of wisdom power 11as 
the realm of creation~ 
2c. Butler, "I Know in 11 
Series (January 1, 1942), 8, 10. 
)Ibid .. , P• 10. 
4Ibid. 
the 
glory. But sines 
proved inadequate.J 
for 
concerning Himself. 
or 
the of 
cause 
10 
Butler maintained that the Bible 
was authoritative because it was divinely inspired. The objective of 
inspiration was revelation. The entirety of the Bible was inspired. 
will in great redemptive undertakings for mankind.. There was a 
holy purpose for every event recorded and every statement made in the 
Bible. Incidents were related under the Spirit's inspiration the 
most concise and suggestive manner possible. If this not been 
true the Bible would have become impractical and useless because of 
the multitude of things recorded.5 
In spelling out the manner in which God inspired the authors of 
Scripture Butler noted that much that has been recorded in the Scrip-
tures was which the was acquainted with. there-
fore, did not need to be to him. Hol'.rever t the 
to serve the purpose of divine revelation. On other hand~ some 
Scripture was not but was directly revealed to 
writer, 
the revelation of God to the Thus~ a high vietli 
, ''Faith-Building Messages, 
(January 11, 1940), 1. 
inspira-
6c .. ·w. Butler, '1Like Precious Faith,~' ~·il Nerw Series 
(March 26, 1942), 8. 
11 
further; 
in 
soma incidents which do not show on 
a holy God. 
loyalty 
those to it given.~~ 7 This how explained some 
of difficulties of inspiration. 
Divine 
to revelation, the divine 1:21 told 
that~ men of Ghost .. 
saw that it was men 
tlus 
men, 
elm.uent was also brought in 
man of as , the same 
boo1< is 'iiJholly di~.rine in that 1nen '""..,.'"'"'"'""' under the inspiration of 
Holy 8 author is the unereat.ed 
the 
Butler, Faith,lil !!l! Christian k'!1~ne~l!l., 
(J:.1arch 191+2) 11 1, 8. B-~ttler, ·~Great Doctrinal Truths, 
'!'he Doctrine of Revelation, ~ (June 1, 19.55), 
revalat:ton. 
it 
authored 
the 
over 
12 
9 
• Hence, the 
work 
the man 
intelligence was so illumined 
that 
human d1.vine blended 
inspired writer was left to so 
to put upon it the stamp of his own personal-
"'"''"~""'' style.10 
not 
is the 
to 
Butler noted the unity of the 
is the strongest evidence was one intelligence 
was the author the whole. two 
man. It is 
documents written some forty 
men~ whose lives span some sixteen centuries of time, 
• 'I'hese 
for 
{July 10, 1957), 
of Revelation~ 
13 
mankind what took place in eternity before time, outlined some of 
the essential happenings of time and reached out to the everlasting 
future. Butler believed that the book marked by this fundamental prin-
ciple of unity was nothing less than the miracle of the in the 
realm of literatture. 
Butler cited several elements which make up this un1 ty. First, 
there is the great central theme of the book, redemption. The Bible 
does not pretend to give an historical record of mankind but rather it 
incorporates only as much of history as is necessary to give a complete 
histors of human redemption. It records only as much of the beginnings 
as was necessary to begin the history of redemtpion. The second element 
which bound the book together for Butler was the dominant personality 
of the Redeemer. Christ, the eternal Son in the Godhead, who in humil-
iation identified Himself with humanityf racially , is the 
Redeemer. From its early pages, in types, shadows, predictive pro-
phecy and in direct didactic teaching Christ is present. His presence 
permeates the entire written revelation. The third element which binds 
the book together is the method of redemption, by the shedding of 
blood. This method, according to Butler, was based on and out of 
the holiness of God Himself. The deep demerit of sin thus been 
exposed and God's aot of forgiveness on conditions of faith has been 
12c. w. Butler, !tDivine Revelation," The Herald! (July 13, 
19.5.5), 2. Butler, nThe Indispensable tiord," Pentecostal Herald, LXI 
(June 7, 19.50), 3. Butler, "It is written," !h.! Christian ~iitnesst 
New Series LXII (February 8, 194.5), 1. 
14 
justified. In the final offering of Christ the righteousness of God is 
revealed ar~ manifested. .Butler held that it is on this basis, also, 
that grace and mercy can be released but only in such a way as will main. 
tain the holiness of God and provide a way of salvation for man the sin-
ner. This adequate remedy for sin was planned before the foundation of 
the world. The fourth element which bound the book together for Butler 
was the fact of predictive prophecy and its fulfillment. It was given 
in such a manner that men fulfilled God's word by following their mm 
free choices. They were unaware of fulfilling God's word. The fifth 
element which bound the book together was its universal message. It was 
written all men for all time. ~vh.enever the conditions are met, the 
promised results are obtained. This last fact, according to Butler, has 
been tested in the laboratory of personal experience everywhere. held 
that it has never failed to produce the desired results wherever it has 
been tried. 13 
F'inished revelation.. Butler recognized that in the past decades 
some have attempted to break with the authority of the written word. 
This has l'l&d the result of leaving man without the anchorage of a 
finished and final revelation, which had final and absolute authority. 
It was claimed that God was the source authority, but they to 
recognize written word as the final court of appeal. Butler, on the 
13c. Butler, "Faith-Building L'Iess.ages, H In! Qhristiart t>!:i.tness, 
New Series L\VII (January 25, 1940), 1, 2, 4, 10. Butler, 1'The Indis-
pensable '•'lord, " Pentecostal [~fa.J:.d, L.ti {June 7, 19 50) , ) , 11. Butler, 
11The Word of God, t! !.b.! Herald, LXIV (February 4 11 19.53), J. Butler, 
Doctrinal Truths, TI1e Doctrine of Revelation, ~., 
(June 1, 1955), 2. 
15 
other hand, argued that God has so r~vealed Himself and l'Till for all 
men and for all time rfthat the final court of appeals in all matters of 
lead anyone except in harmony 11With that which is both revealed and 
14 
recorded in the Holy Scriptures.~~ 
J.n assuring his readers of the adequacy of the Bible, Butler 
insisted that the world should stand smother million years, men 
would not need one word added to the Holy Scriptures. said His 
last to man regarding all ~An needs to know for his eternal destiny. 
God has made His final statement concerning Himself, man, mants origin, 
his fallen state ~~d his recovery by grace. 15 Thus, no further rave-
lation need be given. 16 Han has a finished and final revelation. 
.revelation. Butler m.td .. nta1.ned that Christ is 
the central figure of all of revelation. is not only the Christ of 
the entire Bible but is the Christ of the eternities. is the 
incomparable Christ. The Christian's faith is a book faith, but it is 
a book in which there revealed a person in whom faith centers 
and from vrl1om life and salvation fl~w. Christians hold to the written 
~rord and :receive Him who is the living Herd. Some claim to have the 
living Word but disclaim faith in and loyalty to the written word. The 
14c .. W. Butler, nstand Firm .Against False Teaching,'' Ih!, Herald, 
XIV, (January 7, 1953), J., 
15c. Butler, "Divine Revelation, !h.!, Herald, L,\VI (July 13, 
195.5)' 2. 
Christ is is 
that word and living are in a 
Christian faith .. 17 
~uthority £! revelation. Butler that the •~ords of Christ 
are authoritative was in a 
lost are authoritative because 
taught, but they 
regard His teaching as final authority because of 18 was. Though 
Butler not 
his overall this principle 'liJould to all 
of since HolY Spirit was the real author .. 
held that man 
to 
that 8 
route of rational 
reason in relation to revelation ttis to 
in that revelation 
• \'i.. Butler, Test o£ 
(July 2), 1942), 12. 
• \~ .. Bu.tler, of God and 
Series (August 21, 1941), 1. 
Christian ltd t-
-
17 
established the second function of reason is the application of the laws 
of interpretation to ascertain the truth which the Scriptures teach. 
If the Scriptures are inspired it is reasonable for one to accept the 
teaching thereof by faith and test it in actual experience. However$\ 
it is expected that there will be truths in the Bible which pass possible 
human ur~erstanding. The following statement summarizes Butler's 
on this matter. 
The faith I recommend. to you is a moral act of our whole self-hood. 
It involves our intellectual grasp of the truth and the choice of 
our will to accept it and obey it. There will be occasions all 
along the way of life where we shall need to exercise the act of 
faith. The basis for such action is a attitude of belief in 
the ~Mthority of Scripture and in the faithfulness and holiness of 
God. 
In summary then, it is possible to say that Butler accepted two 
sources of revelation, natural special. Natural revelation was 
inadequate for the purpose God had in mind. a special reve-
lation to man, this is contained in the sixty-six books of the two 
testaments. Tne entire book is inspired and some of specially 
revealed. It was written by man but the true author is the Holy Spirit. 
The central theme of the book is redemption, the central person the 
book is the Redeemer. It is a finished and final revelation. It is 
authoritative because it was given by God. 
book and interpret it, it is up to man to accept what reason interprets. 
With this in mind it was possible to determine the remainder of his 
theology and particularly the focal point upon which the remainder of 
his theology was built. 
EXISTENCE GOD 
It has already been noted that Butler believed that man is a 
rational being. He seeks a cause for every effect. TtJhen he finds a 
cause great enough to explain all effects he has discovered the First 
Cause. Butler quoted Herbert Spencer that, '1nothing produces nothing, 
and agreed with Spencer that nothing produces nothingt but he did not 
accept ~~9nc~er•s conclusion that matter is therefore eternal. 
believed that matter was inadequate as an explanation the original 
first cause. He further believed that the first cause must be one who 
has liberty and choice. If the first cause had ~~re necessity as its 
existence then nothing which is could not have been nor could it have 
18 
had any other mode of existence. Such a position was absurd for Butler. 
In contrast to Spencer, Butler accepted a transcendent and sovereign 
who was great enough to account for all that is. This gave to him 
anchorage for his rational processes, and he it would do the same 
for others. 
Butler opened his Bible to the first page and there he found, 
~~rn the beginning God." Here he found a transcendent, uncreated and 
21c. w. Butler, ~*Faith-Building n,"'l::i;;:IO~"'!!','I:IOJ I!l! Christian Witness, 
""'""J'""'-"''"" lJCVII (January 4, 1940), 1.. Butler, '1It is ·~lritten,n !!J.id,., 
New Series (February 8, 194.5), 1. Butler, uAnehorage of Faith," 
Ill! Herald, LXVIII (November 6t 19.59), 11. 
19 
and eternal C~d who was great enough to be the first cause of all things. 
saw here one whose very glory would have burned men up if they had 
come into His presence as they were, this one created the universe and 
22 has chosen to enter into covenant relationship with man. 
Butler held that there are two areas open to men in which they 
and special revelation. 
!! Revealed in .Na.t~ur •.• a:l Revelation 
This first cause Butler referred to as (~, the eternal, tran-
scendent, uncreated one inasmuch as God is creator. The first area open 
to man for study about God is the book of nature. The study of this 
but 
what men call natural law is only God•s usual way of doing things. A 
miracle is a record of God doing something in a way other than His 
usual The study of nature led him to conclude that God is a per-
sonal, intelligent, all-powerful and all-wise The presence of 
plan, design, the law of adaption and the eternal fitness of things in 
the realm of the natural made a contribution to understanding of 
omnipotence and omniscience. From this study of nature, Butler also 
concluded that God was good and that loved humanity. the 
22c.. Butler, rtBe Ye Holy, I am Holy," .lJ:!!. Christian ill-
!!!!!' New Series LIV (September 1 '?, 19:36) , 1 , 9. Butler, •vr Know in 
Part," ~ .. , New Series LIX {January 1, 1942), 811 10. Butler, "God's 
Standard, n The Herald, L<XIII {February 6, 19.52), ). 
-
20 
lm:uries given to Butler held that God was 
but also very good.. This, however, would not make one absolutely sure 
about could be good and benevolent and not altogether good. 
One might bow before in of His inf~.ni te greatness, but the 
element which calls for worship is not shown to man in natural rave-
lation~ , man would not truly worship this one who only strikes 
awe into him. 23 revelation not give man information con-
earning the moral nature of God. 
not fully satisfy man in his quest of of 
according to Butler, so it necessary to turn to the second source 
of information God .. 
Butler saw that 
It 
out in a more full and complete manner. It also confronted 
revelation could reveal. 
The of this paper has attempted to this 
systematic form which would be characteristic of Butler's thi~~ing. 
natural revelation, Butler saw that God 
was a person.. Special revelation revealed him that was an 
23c.. , Holy, I am Holy•'f ~;.-~~~~= __ .:;.;:o.;::. 
Series (September 17 ~ 1936) • 1 , 9. Butler~ t~ 
Series LIX (January 1, 1943), 8, 10. 
Herald, ~{III (February 6, 1952), 3. 
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unereated personal God. Butler saw Him revealed as an infinite per-
sonali ty, also that is a Spirit personality. t~1en Butler spoke of 
personality he had the following in mind: is some One, not some-
thing; is a self-conscious some One who can exercise volition, intel-
ligence and approval or disapproval. is a being who possesses 
natural and moral attributes. His chief attribute is freedom. 
He is the self-determined One. His determination is the perfect 
manifestation of this is the of the law of 
God; the holiness of God is the central principle in that law, the 
principle in which He cannot become other than is.24 
He is a living being exercising the functions of a rational 
ligent nature.25 
butler held the Christian view is that while 
in the -v1orld is also personally distinct the -wrorld 
finite creatures which He has made. To identify with 
in tel-
is immanent 
from the 
totality 
of the world would be to accept a pantheistic view of God. This would 
destroy as a person to one might appeal and in whom one 
place implicit trust for help. For Butler, the Scriptures declared 
that is trav~cendently glorious, L~inite in power, in t~sdom and 
in holiness. The Scriptures further to him that God 
Creator of the material tL~iverse and that He is the rightful moral 
ruler of all created intelligences. The quality of God 9s character, 
24c. ~4. 
Religious 
1 .. 
Butler 11 Tragedy of the Present Drlft in the 
11 !b! ~;..:;;;.;;;.=;.;;.;; trlitness, LVII (April 6, 1939) 11 
25c. ~'f. Butler, '1The Sovereign \iill of God, 11 I!:!.! Christian !ll!-
ll!!!9 New Series LIV {l~oh 19, 1936), 1. 
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according to Butler, revealed under the symbol of light. The moral 
content of His character is declared love.. His mercy is described as 
from everlasting to everlasting. His justice is declared both directly 
and is illustrated by visitations of judgment. self-revelation 
is in book has to s intelli-
26 gence as the one great enough to account for all facts. 
following quotation contains the essence of Butler 
view of the trinity .• fact of Godhood as revealed the Holy 
Scriptures involves unity as to the of Godhood, but trinity in 
the mode of God's existence .. "27 In the total revelation of Scripture, 
there is of in nature essence 
but it also discovered that this and essence is manifest in 
reliable, is not 
exhaustive. God the eternal F11ther, the Son is the eternal Son and 
Spirit is the etew..al Spirit. In their revealed the 
is always recognized as the one occupying the place of 
and absolute authority. is nenr nor is ever sent. 
the persons of the trinity is 
26Ibid., pp. 1,. 8. Butler, ;tit is lrlritten, .In! Christian ill-
Series LIV (June 1, 1936), 1.. Butler, ~'Faith-Building 
..,..g.-..,...~~.~"-t:'ll:>' ~., Series LXVII (January 4, 1940), 2. Butler, "The 
Truth ,~' ~., Series (July 9, 1942), 1. nit is 
t'll'ritten,'t ibid .. ~ New Series LXII (f.~ebruary 15, 194.5), 1,. 
27 C., ltJ.. Butler, ~rThe Truth 
Series (July 99 1942), 8. 
2) 
by the united ldll of the purpose of deity. 
The Father sent the Son to be the Saviour of men. The Son took a sub-
laid glory 
and united Himself with the of Abraham .. did this for the 
of giving the fullest revelation of God to man to 
e~~lete redemption for the human race. ~~Thus as the Son of mant (not 
of a man) and as God the Son, He remained unbroken in the unity of the 
divine will in His self-giving for hume.n redemption .. Ho~rever, 
Butler adds a word of caution at this point. one presses the 
illustrations of the father and son too far it breaks down. Man 
usually thinks of the father as existing prior to the son but in the 
Godhead this is not so. There never was a time when God the Father 
was not Father and when the Son was not the Son. The terms Father and 
Son in the Godhead are used to express the relation between the first 
and second persons of the holy trinity. It is further revealed that 
the Holy Spirit is the third person of the trinity and. the 
eternal Spirit. The second person of the trinity is the creator and 
upholder of the universe. The eminence of the second person of the 
trinity m.th the universe does not identify Him with it but as having 
a continued relation to and interest in it. He remains independent of 
it .. 
28 c. Butler, Pre-eminent, tf 
Series L\~I (April 13~ 1944), 1. 
29 C. W. Butler, "Our Glorious , " !12! Christian ........ ~~·~ 
Series LII (¥.arch 29, 1934) , 1. Butler, ~~The Truth Series, , New 
has of' 
names for God found in cut across much 
cussion by that all the 
Siluply or 
upon infinite nature this, 
h;ypothesis .. 
Butler~s study of 
saw at in the will of God. a a 
will. first, is inhab-
iting eternity. -wrill was was 
in totality a moral It 
exercised in onmi-
potent In nature tdll is 
completely. In 
ponsible • God respects s will and will not violate it. God 
will tihen 
man. is controlled by holiness, goodness, 
His sovereign will 
(July 9, 1942), 8. , 
(April 13, 1944), 1, 2. 
30 c. Butler, Exalted God, 11 The Christian,;.;;,.::,.::;.::.;.;~::.' 
Series (January 6, 1944), 1. ---
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Butler believed physical healing, dispensing of gi:f."ts and manifests.-
tions of' the Spirit are in relation to His sovereign will.. God can 
build an universe or heal a leper by His sovereign will but He can not 
lift the guilt of one sinner apart from the work of Christ. He 
done the latter by His sovereign will would have violated His moral 
government. Butler held that God's sovereign will is not revealed nor 
recorded, man can only discover it by personal inquiry and submission 
to that will.. In this area His answer sometimes "yes~1 and sometimes 
t~no")i as is illustrated in the area of bodily healing. 
As for God's redemptive will, Butler believed that the present 
plan of redemption was in the mind of God before He spoke order out of' 
chaos and organized the universe as a place :f."or man to spend his pro-
bationary period. Redemption is one of the highest expressions of' 
in:f."inite wisdom. G~d•s redemptive will is exercised with special 
re:f."erenee to His holiness. Butler held that the bene:f."its of' Christ's 
death are conditionally bestowed but the finished work on the cross 
unconditionally makes all men savable. As tvas mentioned, God could 
build a universe by His sovereign will but the involvements of moral 
will and nature are sueh that He eould not forgive an erring sinner nor 
eould He eleanse the pollution o:f." one perverted heart without the 
3lc .. W .. Butler, nThe Sovereign tr'1ill of God, n .'I!'!! Clu:.~11.,~ lli-
ness, New Series LI'If (!~arch 19, 1936) , 1. Butler~ liThe Sprinkled Blood, a 
ibid.~ new Series LVI (}fareh 24, 19)8), 1. Butler, ~The ~<lill of God, a 
ibid. , New Series LX (April 23, 1942), 1. Butler, '~Truth Series," ~. , 
New Series LXI (Mareh 2.5, 194)), 1, 2. Butler~ ~'The Commands o:f." God,'~ 
Pentecostal Herald, k~II (April 4, 1951), ). 
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Supreme saorifi.ce and shed blood of only begotten Son. Thus, God's 
redemptive will is backed by the blood of the atonement. Butler stated 
quite ~mphatically God•s red~ptive will is fully revealed fully 
recorded. In prayer for redemption, it is out of order to pray "if it 
is the Lord's will .. 11 God nev·er says nno" in matters pertaining to 
redemption when wAn meets the requirements. as God could not be just 
and deal with the sin problem apart from the atonement, now cannot 
remain just and fail to hear the cry of penitent souls who meet the con-
ditions. In redemption, respects the will of man and does not force 
salva.tion on anyone .. 32 This is what Butler meant by the redempti.ve will 
of God. 
Divine limitations. Butler recognized that because of the per-
fections of GOO, is capable of doing anything He undertakes to do 
and can do this in a perfect manner. Butler held that to think less 
of would destroy one's faith a transcendently glorious being, 
perfect in wisdozn, power goodness. must be able to do anything 
He undertakes to do providing has an unhindered vray. But, this 
statement implies a limitation. Wben God deals with other moral ~~.~·~-~, 
respects their choices. God is also limited by His own moral per-
factions .. cannot do evil. it is impossible for Him to lie. This is 
a necessity not beeause of nature and fate but of fitness and wisdom. 
32c. Butler, '~God •s Redemptive irlill, n I.b,! Christian ~iitness, 
l{ew Series LIV (£-!arch 26, 19J6), 1. Butler, "The Sprinkled Blood," 
~., Net.f Series LVI (!:-'!arch 24, 1938), 1. Butler, nThe Commands of 
God,'~ ~~ntecosta.~ Lt\II (April 4, 1951) 11 :;, 7• 
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Further, this consistent with the most perfect 
choice~ The foundation for necessity is &14 unalterable rectitude 
of t.rill of wisdom makes it impossible a wise 
to 
evil.:;:; 
foolishly or a nature infin~.tely to choose to do 
Natural attributes. The Scriptures open with a declaration of 
God. They declare Him the great first cause in the realm of creation.34 
is revealed as an infinite personality. By infinite, Butler meant 
that was measureless, boundless, unlimited and perfect in an absolute 
sense.35 Butler maintained that the one who looks into the Bible finds 
God and as the uncreated, self-existent eternal One, the 
sovereign eternity, ultimate reality. Life its ult :Lna te 
to ever-me<~·~-~~ in and through this n~,~~r>n 
lasting thou art God, 1136 ·was a truth with Butler. Butler also 
saw that possessed certain characteristics, t<thich 
Butler, HChristian ..,.,.,,.'~''"'""'*" 
"'"'~ ....... (August 22, 1940), 1. 
ibid., (April 20, 1944), 1. 
ibid., LXII (September 7, 1944), 
Direct and , A study of 
(February 19 1956), 2. Butler, (February 11, 1959), 2. 
34c.. , Know in Part,$~ 
(January 1, 1942), 10. 
35c, Butler, vlritten,. Christian ;:,;.::;..:::.:.:;:.;;.::." 
Series (February 15, 1945), 1. 
36c. w •. Butler, 
(April 6~ 1955), 2. 
called 
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attributes .. divided these attributes into two classes, natural 
moral. 
This is revealed as infinite in all the attributes of 
personality. means that measureless, boundless absolute 
in all the perfection of each attribute, and beyond the total of all of 
more than all that man knows about Him. is omniscient, 
in kn~~ledge. This embraces all things, past, 
and future .. is possessed with perfect wisdom. is that 
is omnipotent, perf'eet in power. limits the use of' this 
power by His moral perfections .. is omnipresent, His presence embraces 
all dm"ation space fills all of time and eternity.. He is 
is an unchanging God.38 In fact, no improvement is pos-immutable, 
sible in God .. 39 
did not what meant by 
personality which 
37 c .. t~·. t 11The Sovereign ~~ill of 
Series LIV (March 19, 1936), 2. 
Butler, "The Sovereign Will 
(March 19, 1936), 1. 
of God," .ih! Christian 
r;nr (February 1.5, 194.5), 1. 
pers,:td, LXI!I (April 6, 19.5.5), 2. 
LXIX (February H, 19.59). 2. 
, 
11It is \I:Jritten, 
Butler, Doctrinal 
Butler, "In the Beginning 
39 c.. Butler, t~Enduring iJ alues, '~ .Ih!, Christian .::;:.:;..:.:.:::.:::.-:::." 
Series {April , 1938), 1. 
moral attributes, it can to quali-
of persorJality which the relationships 
not 
attributes as 
attribute of is 
is sovereign 
done .. works· 
:i.ts 
God-ordered environment, but each , gloriously free.. These types 
to with creaturely activity but the same 
the of man. Thus, 
created other to enjoy also.40 
held that the chief moral attribute of is freedom 
yet the fact known about moral attributes is that is 
holy. infinite in holiness. Holiness, to Butler, is a 
moral term. It includes all the moral principles qualities 
is a 
is holy, is righteous, just, 
from perfection of 
Since is 
s Evancipation Proclamation," 
2), 19:39), 1 .. 
Dec~em!Cler ), 1942), 1 .. 
1.5, 194.5) t 1. 
6, 19.55) !I 2 .. 
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righteousness is His holiness in P~s relationship to other moral beings. 
Since is absolute in holiness, He is just; His justice perfect, 
as white as is love but His 
love is in perfect balance with justice and righteousness. The 
moral quality all that God is and all that 
• Since He is absolute in His perfection, 
in all of His works.41 
must manifest these 
Butler believed that holiness was not just an att,ribute of God 
but His very nature, the totality of being~ Therefore, the holiness 
of God has been further dealt vTi th undel"' the of God. Neverthe-
to shm~ relation to the moral attributes 
first. 
III. NATURE OF GOD 
Butler held, quite emphatically, that holiness was not just one 
attributes with but that 
infinite holiness. The other moral attributes or qualities of person-
ality from the fact that holy. God is righteous, just, 
love, light, merciful and gracious because holy. 
Butler stated that greatest best fact we knm¥ about God 
41Theodore Engstrom (ed.), Victorious ~fruitful 
(Grand Rapids, Michigan: Zondervan Publishing House, 19425, p-.~~ 
c. \i. Butler, *tit is Written,n .I!l!, Christian \vitnesst Nerr Series LXIII 
(February 15, 1945) , 1. Butler 9 ~~'The True and Living God, n Pentecostal 
Herald, (September 3 t 1947) , 3.. Butler 9 $'Great Doctrinal Truths," 
~Herald, LXVI (April 6, 1955), z. Butler, '~In the Beginning God,n 
!lli•, L~IX (February 11, 1959), 2. 
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is that is holy. n42 Butler said that God's holiness was 
self-existent and eternal. 's holiness, according to Butler, is 
absolute, therefore, must be holy in all of His purposes, attitudes~ 
activities, will and works. In the revealing of this fact to man. 
Butler believed that now man had One whom he could truly wo·~sr1i. He 
maintained that to think of God's holiness in a .J..I:'<:::~oo:~.~. would mar 
His character and rob Him of supreme fitness as a proper object of wor-
ship .. s perfection holiness makes rrdstakes and 
from sin. There can be no difference between His character con-
duct.. This holiness of God involves and includes the perfect moral 
balance of the total of all that 43 .. 
From his study of natural revelation, Butler concluded that God 
was good, yea very good. But it was from his study of special reve-
lation the discovery of the fact that God is holy that Butler con-
cluded tbAt God is absolutely good.44 Thus, as absolutely holy is 
absolutely good because "all moral 2erfection is inherent in this 
perfect quality of holines::>. ~~4.5 
42c. 
LI (August 12, 
4)Ibid. 
1. 
Butler, 
194.3)' 1. 
Holiness," .!b.!. Christian ~l.fi tness, J:lew Series 
Butler, nTrue Holiness,~~~ .. , LXIII (February 7, 1946), 
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'c,. W.. Butler, "The Supreme Purpose of Redemption, .:f.b! Christian 
Witness, Series LlX (September 11, 1941)t 1, 8. 
45c., W. Butler, "God's Standard,tt .11!! Herald, LXIII (Feb1--uary 6, 
1952), :;. 
The moral attributes of God from the fact that is holy. 
Righteousness, justice, mercy, truth and love are i~,erent qualities of 
His holiness, but holiness finds its highest definition the fact that 
"God is love. God's love is an infinite love just as holiness is 
an ini'ini te holiness. 46 Thus, holiness is original and nlt\,Fl.<M4 " 
it is absolute in quality and in extent. It pe~~eates all that 
so ·that in there is complete moral perfection. is glorious 
to the holiness as a beautiful moral 
term. 
It is so inclusive of all that is good that the Scriptures identify 
this term with the moral quality of deity; thus the phrase, "the 
Holy One of Israel, H becomes one of the loftiest e:x--pressions of the 
quality of the moral excellence of God Himself.48 
Butler held that the source of all holiness is God's own holiness. 
There was and can be only one grade of holiness whether in man or 
unfallen angels. God's own character is the source of this holiness as 
well as the standard by which moral values are judged. Butler held that 
moral beings may possess different quantities but the quality must be the 
same if it is true holiness.49 
46c. "vl. Butler, t'I Know in Part," 1'Jl! Christian ~vitness, 
Series (June 1 ~ 1942), 10. Butler, "True Holiness, 11 Pentecostal 
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III 
The purpose of this chapter was to present the manner in which 
Butler saw the holiness of God manifested creation. It has an 
attempt to examine the moral quality of the two orders of moral beings 
as they came from the hand of God. In the chapter, it was 
noted that God must act in a holy manner in everything that He does. 
The purpose of this chapter was to see if did how did. 
I. ANGELS 
Butler believed that the Bible hints of a creation prior to 
the one known to man today.. He believed that GemJsis 1:1 told of that 
creation. saw in Scripture that there is an order of moral ¥~-" .. F·U 
called angels. Reasoning from Scripture, he believed that this order 
of moral beings was placed on the newly crea.ted universe. T'nese spirit 
beings were created holy by a holy God. Since they were moral beings 
they needed to pass a period of probation to receive a and final 
character. In this way, they could be referred to as holy angels, not 
just because God had made them so, but they were so by their own moral 
choice. Scripture which gave him support for his reasoning was 
Isaiah 14:13, 14. For one to possess moral character, he must be capa-
citated with both the possibility for good and holiness and with the 
possibility for sin and evil.. This Mrly creation was ruled over by 
Lucifer, the highest flaming angelic intelligence that created. 
out 
1 
.. 
.. 
1 :felt is 
39 
the final act of His creation. 
One is not to suppose that everything is recorded in the opening 
chapters of Genesis. Butler admonished his readers not to suppose that 
them. all, first ten 
chapters of Genesis is the only record man has of tt<iO thousa..."ld. 
human existence.3 
As approached the creation Butler likened the purpose 
of God to a cabinet meeting where the creation of the newr order of moral 
beings was planned. I"ian, therefore, was created the will of God 
according to divine plan. Man was capacitated to know, to honor and to 
4 glorify his maker and to share 1n felicity and glory. ?nus, 
creation was vert good. 
In considering the statement of Genesis 1:26, 27 that man was 
made in the and likeness of God, Butler asked answered the 
question, 
with a body form pa:rts. is not in man's 
physical makeup. God did make w..an' s physical body. it the 
dust of the He changed this dust real 
image of God, then, consisted not of a physical likeness to but in 
a rational, self-conscious, being. But above all, he was a 
bei:ng, perfect man was 
'!I 
... c .. 'iri. Butler, ~'The Supreme Purpose of Redemption, 
Witness, LX (January 9, 1930), 2. 
Christian 
4 c .. ~>1/'. Butler, 
LXVI 4, 1955), 2 .. 
positively good with no mixture of evil. Butler quoted Dr. Hannah when 
he said that the image of God consisted in "light in the understanding, 
rectitude in the will, and sanctity in the purposes and 
Butler further believed that man in his original state was an expres-
sion of divine perfection. He was perfect physically; the longevity of 
life is an illustration of this. Man had perfect mental powers, his 
intelligence was unclouded, he had unimpaired 1§111 power, he had free-
6 dom. 
The flesh which man possesses differs from birds, fish and 
beasts. 'f.herefore, 5utler believed man ought not to be classified aa 
an animal. has a physical temple but he was made only a little 
lower than the angels. Butler felt that the sense in which this was 
true was the fact that he had a body capable of dissolution whereas 
angels are spirit beings with no material body whatever. This material 
body is man's house but the inhabitant is the real responsible moral 
agent. 7 Thus, created responsible beings. Man was lifted from 
level of irresponsible existence of nature to that of personality. This 
personality was made responsible and moral by possessing intellect, 
.5c. W. Butler~ 11The Supreme Purpose of Redemption; w~ Ih!. Christian 
witness, Series (January 9, 1930), z. 
6c. w. Butler, ''The Supreme Purpose of Redemption, .I!!! Christi!!! 
itlitness, !Jew Series LIX (September 11, 1941), 1, 8. Butler, ';It is 
Written, ~·, New Series LXII (February 1.5, 194.5) 5 1. Butler, "Man's 
Place in ••• God's Ptan,"!!!!. Heral!4,, L..XV'I 0-iay 4, 19.5.5), 2. 
7 C. ti.. Butler, "The Supreme Purpose of Redemption,~~ .'I.h! Christian 
l.Vi tness, Series LX (January 9, 1930), 2. 
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sensibility and w111.8 
Butler held that God created a being which could walk in moral 
harmony with Himself, man was made for harmony with his Creator. Thus, 
of necessity~ he would have to be a moral being. s. son 
of God, this involved filial relationship.9 God made man capable of 
fellowship with ftlmself; (1) in the realm of knowledge, (2) the realm 
of free choice, and (3) in the realm of unfathomable love. built a 
being could respect and pity, one who could trace his Maker in 
10 
works and appreciate .. 
Butler saw that man, as a created being, has dependent life, God 
alone is self-existent. 11 was to have dominion in the realm of 
God's universe. is an position for the universe was 
created for him. Thus, man is the crot~ng work of God's creation and 
the central fact of his personality is the moral constitution of 
nature.12 
Since God is holy, Butler believed that 
8c. 'i. Butler. 
(April 4, 1951), 3. 
Commands of 
vias holy in all of His 
9c. ~{. Butler, w'l4an•s Nature and His Recovery Through the Atone-
ment of Christ, 1~ 'fhe Herald, (December 7, 1955), 2. Butler, HA 
Study in Thessaloiiiins," ill£!., (April 8, 1959), 2. 
10c. Butler, 'Bible Perfection.~· 
Series (September 7, 1944), 1, 2. 
1 i c. vl. Butler' '~Restraints a."lrl Controls' II Pentecostal Herald' 
(August 2, 1950), 3. 
12c .. ~'1. Butler, nTruth Series, 11 ~ Christian Witness, New Series 
(March 18, 1943), 1. 
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works and activities. This included His creation of man. r1an bore the 
image of his Creator in the fact of spirit personalltyt but he also bore 
the image of his Creator in the moral quality of that personality. 
There was no taint of sin or admixture of anything that would spoil his 
purity, as he came from the hand of the Creator. God's own holi.ness 
was the prototype of man's original holiness. The quality was the same; 
the quantity was different. 13 The holiness which man possessed at 
crea.tion was like God's, yet man had no say about this holiness v:rith 
which he was created. He, therefore, needGd to be placed on probation 
so that with whioh he was created could be his by choice. TI1e holiness 
he possessed was such that he had the power to remain holy. Adam was 
endowed with power ru1d responsibility to make that holiness his own by 
moral choices in cooperation with the will of His Creator. He also 
had the power to do otherwise. Butler maintained that holiness in its 
14 
content and relationship has the power for self-preservation. 
Since men are moral beings, they are also responsible beings and 
have obliga tiona to meet. God has limited Hi.mself by respecting the 
choices of moral beings. If He made men do right they no longer would 
13c.. W. Butler, "His Holiness,~~ .::rh.!. Christian t>Ji tness, New Series 
LI (August 12, 1943), 1. Butler, nTrue Holiness,~~ ill!!•' New Series 
UIII (Februs.ry 7, 1946), 1, 2. Butler, 1'0bservations, 11 ~ .;;;;;.;:;...;;;;;;:;.;;:;;. 
~XIX (July 9, 1958), 2, 15. 
14c. .. Butler, nThe Supreme Purpose of Redemption,n Ih!!, Chris-
tian ·~.Jitness, New 3eries LIX (September 18, 1941), 8. Butler, '1Holi-
n;;;s, It ibid., New Ser:'i.es LIX (~fay 22, 1941), 1. Butler, 1~It is ·viritten, 
~., Series LXIII (Harch 8, 1941), L. 
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be moral beings.15 honors the choice of man's will. Butler 
defined will as w~the self in its appraising, organizing, and creative 
16 
ability." Since man is a moral being, he has capacities to know and 
enjoy God and to be holy, but he also has the capacity for the opposite. 
These capacities are such an essential part of human personality that 
they are never destroyed either by holiness or sin. Individuals may 
rise to the heights or sink to the depths but the succeedu1g generation 
has these racial capacities and potentialities which remain unchanged. 
Sin may mar, hurt and darken these capacities but it does not destroy 
them. There remains throughout ~~n's probationary period the capacity 
to respond to God and once again possess the character of holiness and 
the knowledge and love of God. Holiness does not exempt man from 
temptation and sin. Man's choice determines his character and conduct. 17 
In the Sermon on the Mount, Jesus restored the standard to the 
original paradise level. raised the standard in human relations to 
their highest possi.ble level when coinmanded men to love their enemies. 
i5c .. ~'l. Butler, 1'l'1ountain ... peak Experiences, Ill! Christian m-
.n!!!!.' (Jl .. ugust 9, 194.5), 2. Butler, 1'Yum•s Nature and 
His Recovery Through the Atonement of Christ, !h! Herald, 
(December 7, 19.5.5), 2. Butlert HGod •s ~iill, Direct and Permissive, A 
Study of Cause and Effect, It ~· 9 LXVII (February 1, 19.56) 9 2. 
16c.. Butler, 'tThe Dignity of the Human ltJ"ill," Christian 
Witness, Series LI (July 2?, 1933), 1. 
i? c. w .. Butler, '1The Christian Philosophy of Li:fa or the True 
Estimate or Huma."''l ~'forth, II l'.b.!. Christian ~11tness, New Series LIV (August 1), 
1936), 1. Butler, t 1End.uring Values, ft ibid., New Series LVI (April 28, 
1938), 1. Butler, "The Superlative in Scripture,~' !t!!sl•, New Series LVII 
(August 3, 1939), 1.. Butler, f'The Top of Creation,~t !h! Herald, LXVIII 
(December 4, 19.57), 2. 
This to like God in loving one's enerrdas for 
the origin of man. It also awakens in him the of 
a glorious eloquently of' 
sin. 
the to b>at not the .moral to so .. 
'rhis ver"Y fact, of' the of choice, depth 
right main-
that it is msintainad 
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J;IOssible moral in s personality. 
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One the the 
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1ec. 
\~itness, 
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has 
intellectual powers possessing capacity to acquire knowledge and to 
retain this knowledge. He can classify this, building systems of 
tho~ght, both scientific and philosophical. Man is not to be led about 
by his L~pulses but he is to control these impulses on the basis of 
22 
of moral consequences. 
~~~, as a moral being, can never rid himself of the sense of 
personal accountability for his conduct. Even fallen man has not been 
able to leave his conscience behind. This racial inheritance of a moral 
responsibility is present the lowest pagan as well as the most highly 
civilized person. This persistent sense of moral accountability is a 
strong argument for the moral character of the Creator. *'There is an 
abiding sense of z?ought" and 'fough;t: ne!," in relation to man's conduct, 
which is omnipresent in the consciousness of the race."23 
;,fan, as a religious being, was created with soul capacities which 
reach their height in the act of worship. He has the capacity for God and 
holiness.24 needs One whom he can worship which results in his own 
21 C. ~f. Butler, nEnduring 
Series LVI (April 28, 1938)~ 1. 
Herald, LXVI (April 6, 1955), 2. 
Values 11 1' The Christian Witness, New 
Butler, "Great Doctrinal Truths, !.h! 
22 C.. Butler, 'vLaw, A Friend of Righteousness,'' 1'11!. phristi~ 
•.litness, New Series LV (August 19, 1937) 11 1.. Butler, 1'The Challenge of 
Holiness Education,f' lliit• 11 New Series LV (September 30. 193?), 1. 
Butler, "Holineu3st•~ ~., !levr Series (l•Iay 15, 1941), 1. 
23c. w·. Butler, ''Holiness, ;t The Christian tiitness, New Series 
(May 15, 1941), 8. ---
24 ~· Butler, "The Challenge of Holiness Education, lli£1., 
Series LV (September 30, 1937), 1. 
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uplift and betterment. 
that m.&.-'1 has an affectual 
the , the will and the combined 
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love tfith 
a unity 26 
Butler· believed that man was a trichotomist. is a soul, 
has a body he has a The physical is that by man 
is earth conscious, Soulfully~ man is self-conscious.27 
Butler of This t>Tas 
shown to him not so much by man's original creation but by the amount 
for his 
all the wealth of 
more value. 
possibilities 
ment 
1955), 
This 
put a soul in the balance and 
on the other the soul was of 
investment 
in the 
' 1943)\l 1. 
Life or the True 
moral quality 
the first order 
holy by a holy 
created 
Both groups 
something 
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created responsible '-'"'·'-u'''"'. Butler held that 
created morally 
, held that man~> 
a holy God. 
the .,., ..... ,.~.,.,., or to choose 
This them morally responsible 
of Human worth," .Ih! Christian Witness, 1~ev1 Series LIV (August 13, 
19:36}, 1. 
THE HOLINESS OF GOD LOST II~ :11%.1\1 
CHAPTER IV 
LOST IN 
The problem of this chapter was to present Butler's position as 
to how morally responsible beings lost their original holiness. The 
procedure was the same as has been used in the two previous chapters, 
Butler's writings were examined to determine his theology and then thi.s 
has been arranged in a systematic form which would have been character-
istic of Butler's thinking. 
I. ORIGIN OF' 
Butler believed that sin and the devil originated within God's 
first creation of morally responsible beings. They all had been 
holy and had the power to stay holy. Lucifer- the highest angel God 
created, used his freedom and conceived the idea of usurping God's 
place. Butler found evidence for this in Isaiah 14: 12-14. F'ive times 
Lucifer said, ni will." God did not create the devil; he became such by 
the misuse of his freedom. Butler conjectured that Lucifer probably 
tried to carry his plan but was struck by the omnipotent jud~nent of 
God and was changed from an angel of light to God's enemy. A group of 
angels joined Lucifer's rebellion and they too fell from their original 
1 
state. This was how sin began. 
1 C. i!. Butler, ~'Faith-Building ~4essages, .Ih!, Christian ·~li tness, 
New Series (l<~ebruary 1, 1940), 2, 4. Butler, f 1The Supreme Purpose 
of Redemption,"~., New Series LIX (September 25, 1941), 1. Butler, 
50 
Butler \'rant on to shOTrl a paralleli-sm in the case of man. 
too, is and was a morally responsible being; he, too~ was created 
holy, but sin entered by an act of self-will and holiness was lost. No 
logi.cal arg;u.ment can be set forth, i:'Vhich contains the truth~ to explain 
2 
why men sin. The fact of sin's existence is everyw-here. Yet, 
sin cannot be associated with the h'Ul.llan body for then God would have 
been its creator.. Since is holy witho11t any taint, He could not 
at"l unholy being.. Sin is not a physical anti ty. 3 
Butler insisted that sin must be related to the moral capacity 
of man. 4 It is i11 this capacity that Butler found it impossible for 
sin to originate in mankind. of self-will against 
God's will which constituted the fall of man.5 Adam failed without 
having existed in a previous state of sin. A natural and pm:•e desire 
was used by Satan to tempt Adam. had the power to remain holy but 
he made the wroP.g choice and this involved a break with This 
"The Commands of God," Pentecostal Herald, (April 4, 1951), 3. 
Butler, '~The Fact and Origin of Sin, n .Ih! ,ij,er<il;J,.d;, L.XVI (August 3, 1955), 
2. 
2c. ~.;. Butler, "Holiness Desirable,~~ !!!! Qhristian vlitness, I~ew 
Series LIII (}~y 9, 1935), 1. 
3c. W. Butler, "The Promise of Cleansing,~~ !b.! Christi,an ~li tness 11 
Series LXII (November 30, 1944), 1. Butler, "A United Heart,~~~., 
New Series LI (July 20, 1933). 1. 
4c. Butler, 11The Sufferings of Christ,!! !h! Christian Witness, 
New Series LXI (April 15t 1943). 1, 2. 
5c. W. Butler, '*The Tragedy of the Present Drift in the Religious 
World, 1w .:!'.b.! Christian Witness, New Series LVII (April 6, 1939), 8, 9 .. 
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introduced sin into 's new order of moral beings. 
self-will against 's will, sin rr..ade him a rebel and related to 
the devil as his child. Thus, man fell from his original state of holi-
ness a..nd harmony with God by an act of rebellion. 6 
Butler believed that i.f Adam had successfully met this test his 
character would have been fixed in holiness and he would never have 
fallen. reasoned from the fact that the second Adam n1et 
tests to the ones wh:lch the first L~dam faced but He was victorious. 7 
Thus, it ~v-as not necessary for man to have sinned. 
Butler maintained that man his created state was without sin, 
in his natural state he a fallen corrupt • SLn is self-will in 
contrast to God's will, it is the of the devil. Self-will is the 
permeating principle of all sin. resides in the heart of man. The 
term heart, according to Butler, refers to the whole inner man; reason 
volition and emotions. Sin blasts, perverts, brings ruin and defeat but 
it can never destroy the capacity in man to know God. It is not the 
enormity of the act wh:tch determines quality but it is the motive back 
of the act. In Adam and Eve's situation unbelief, ingratitude and 
rebellion were the principles involved in the act they committed.8 
6c .. W. Butler, 11Faith-Building Hessages," ,Ih! Christian~, 
New Series LXVII (i'~ebruary 8, 1940), 1, 2. Butler, "The Supreme Pur-
pose of Redemption, n ~·, l~ev1 Series (September 25, 1941), 1. 
Butler, "The Commands of God,tr Pentecostal Herald, (April 4t 1951), 
3. Butler, 'The Fact and Origin of Sin," ~ ,[t!,rald, LXVI (August 3, 
1955), 2. Butler, HA Study in Thessalonians," ill£!., LXIX (April 8, 
1959), 2. 
7 c. l'i. Butler' nThe Supreme Purpose Of Redemption, H Til.! ~-
~ ~itne~~' Series LIX (September 25t 1941), 1. 
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with humanity, recognized 
line a delicate one but the two are different and 
This condition of depravity not a of man's real 
what Butler had in 
III. TtiOFOLD NATu'RE OF 
that s:tn was of a twofold nature. It both an 
~ sin involves the use the "t-.rill .and 
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Sin incurs guilt which can be only by pardon. 
Butler on to that 
whole nature of man. It 
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Also Helpeth Our Infirmities, 
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condition the hearts those who are converted. went on 
to say that sin was a 
all of man~s moral saw that it was a condition never referred 
to in the plural but only in the singular in the Scripture .. 1.5 Further, 
this perversion is "Vl'ithin everyone of 's race, 16 a 
, it incur guilt.,'f17 Its remedy requires a deeper wor•k 
cleansing .. 18 ·rhis condition sin an active, 
unlawful something.. The control of principle is impos-
19 Butler indicated sible. It is a 
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is a twofold entity that both an act a .. 
for w·as a threefold 
THE HOLINESS OF GOD i~NIFESTED PROVIDED BY REDEMPTION 
CHAPTE..rt V 
HOLINESS OF GOD YLA.iUFES~t'ED AND PROVIDED 
In the preceding chapters it has been shown that, according to 
Butler's theology, God is a holy being. created morally responsible 
beings. They were created holy, the quality being the s~~ as God's 
holiness. Some of' the angels fell and lost this holiness; others 
retained this holiness by their ov.m choosing. I1an, too, fell and lost 
his original holiness. The purpose of this chapter was to present 
Butler's views as to how God can and did redeem fallen man; it deals 
with the divine side of' salvation. 
I. INTRODUCTION 
One might ask, did God have a plan whereby angels could be 
redeemed? Although he admitted that the element of conjecture entered 
into his reasoning~ Butler gave three reasons why God had not made such 
provision. First, Butler believed each angel was an original creation. 
Since they were thus created, it was possible that a sacrifice for each 
angel would have been necessary. Second, their fall was such a nature 
that they were imrdediately fixed in their attitude of rebellion and sin. 
Finally, the answer which Butler felt best answered the question was 
that angels were spirit beings and thus there was no sacrifice in the 
realm of spirit personality which could atone for their fall. 1 
1 C., li. Butler, ''Fai th-Bu.ilding , !f .Ib!, Christian tii tness • 
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Before the matter of the recovery program was considered, it was 
necessary to deal with a f~~ related matters which were ental to 
Butler•s thinking. First, man was not worthy of redemption, but he was 
Second, r!lan 
had been created holy, but he had fallen. Only the co~~lete moral 
recovery of man was an objective great enough for an infinite God to 
make the ~,,~~~~~ sacrifice which 
redemption.3 
invested in the provision for 
Butler believed that the fall of man was no to God. 
believed ~~at in the precreation cabinet it been duly con-
sidered. Divine justice said that if ma.n fell he ~tould have to be 
the fellowship of forever. 
, pleaded for some 
if he fell. Infinite wisdom 
recognizitk~ the righteousness of , and 
God's love, devised the plan of the 
route of the incarnation of the Son in """ ............ .... 
, providing the reaJ.m of , the of 
which, salvation could be provided in harmony wi.th the holiness of 
, infinite love, and releasing the of 
omnipotent to and renetv the fallen of man 
"""""""· .... bear the likeness creator .. 
._..,.~.c"''-'-, the Fa the:~.• agreed, the cover>.ant was 
truth met together, and righteousness and 
!>i~1 Series LXVII (February 1 , 194o) , 4, 8. 
2c" ~!.. Butler, nTruth 
LXI (April 1, 1943), 1, z .. 
3c .. ~'l. Butler, "Holiness,;'' l'll!, ~;;.;:;;;;-=~ ==::;::..:;:.:> 
(May 22, 1941), 1. 
Series 
New Series 
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peace kissed each other. 11 
In view of this provision made before the foundation of the 
world, God was ready after the fall of man to rumou..."lce the central 
fact of the plan when in Genesis 3:15 he announced the fact that 
nthe seed of woman should bruise the serpent's head. t~4 
k{ith these matters in mind., it was possible to consider the 
person and work of Christ and the person and wo:r.•k of the Holy Spirit. 
II. THE DOCTRnm: OF CHRIST 
Christologz--Soriptural AEeroach 
In setting forth his Christology, Butler made considerable use 
of Scriptural teaching. Christ's coming was foretold in the Old Testa-
ment, Genesis 3:15 Isaiah 7:14. Butler saw these New Testament 
predictions of Coming: Mathew 1:18; Luke 1:26, 35, 46, 47, 68-?5. 
Butler maintained that He was the Christ of Old Testament prophecies, 
types and symbols, also that He was the Christ of the Gospels,.5 His 
birth was an advent .. 6 His birth was not 
came from another sphere.7 
origin or beginning. 
Christ, according to Butler, 't<Vas incomparable in the manner of 
4 C.. Butler,. nThe F'act and Origin of Sin, '1 11:!! ;;;;;:;,;;:.;;;;;:;;;;;;;. 
(August 3, 1955), 2, 15. 
5 C. il. Butler, True Christology, n .DJ!. Christian \t/1 tness ~ 
Series 1I (September 28, 1933), 1. 
6c. ·w-. Butler, nThe Cross and the Resurreotion,n Penteoostal 
Heralq, LXII 0-1arch 7, 1951), 3. 
7 C. W. Butler, ~~christmas, 1'.h! Christian Witness, New Series 
LXI (December 24, 1942), 1, 13. 
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His advent. Holy Ghost. came upon r1a.ry; the most overshadowed 
The supreme miracle of Godhood and manhood took place 
within her womb. He became the Son, not of a man, but the of 
man racially. 8 was born of the virgin Ma~J.9 was incarnate 
one. 
the rest. 
into this world, for Butler, stands alone from all 
was God made manifest in the flesh. 10 
Christ lived a hUt"'ll.an on the level of human perfection. 
He lived in perfect conformity to the perfect will of God. He was 
without 11 His human origin. frora human 
suffering and sorr~~, which the co:rnmon lot of mankind, by any use 
of divine which is .... ,;;,,. ...... ,"" other men. 12 hl..l!llani ty was 
annointed by the Ghost. 1J 
He was tempted, but met and foiled the tempter. temp-
tation was along lines parallel to those which the first Adam faced but 
He was victoriousc vras along lines of natural appetite, 
8,... ',7 
v 9 Uv • , nrncomparable Christ,n 
(April , 1957), 2. 
9 C. Butler, 
~' :New Series LIX (YJ.arch 27, 
Christ~" ~ Christian 
10Ibid. c, ~v. Bu.tler, Unique Event," 
New Series LXIII (December 20, 1945), 1. 
11 C. li'utl~r, nincomparable Christ, n !.h.! Herald~ LXVIII 
(April J, 1957), 2. 
12 
c. '" .. Butler, 
Lord, wl !b.! ... c;.;hr.i.s.t;.;;;i;;;a.;:;;:;n ·witness, 
~fedi tation Our and Glorified 
New Series ~{IV (April 18, 1946), 1. 
1Jlla<!· 
6) 
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loneliness and darkness of His work on the cross represented for Butler 
18 the loneliness and darkness of the second death. ' 
As victor over death, Christ came forth from the tomb. He had 
entered the dark domains of death and of the abode of lost men in the 
spirit and conquered Satan there. He came forth carrying the keys of 
death and hell. Butler insisted that the empty tomb seals, confirms, 
and makes effective claims in life.19 He was and is the final 
revelation of God to man.20 
This constituted Butler's scriptural approach to Christology. 
The Person of Christ 
- ...... 
Deity. Butler insisted that the Christ revealed in the Bible is 
very God. is the eternal Son, and there never was a time when He 
was not the Son of God. He had this one naturell it was perfect and 
complete. He was one with God from all eternity.21 
18Ibid. Butler, "Incomparable Christ," !h.! Herald, LXVIII 
{April 3, 1957), 11. 
19 C. t4. Butler, "Our Conquering Christ , n Ih!, Christian Witness , 
New Series LXII ( }fu.rch 29, 1945) , 2. Butler, ~'Incomparable Christ, " 
Ih! fLeral~, LXVIII (April 3, 1957), 11. 
20c .. w. Butler, 11The i>Iessiahship of Christ, n !h.! Christian~­
~t New Series LIX (April 3, 1941), 1. 
21c. t<l .. Butler, '*Christmas,n !h!_ Christian t<Vitness, New Series 
LIII (December 19, 1935), 1. Butler, 11The Truth Series, ~7 112.!4• , New 
Series LX (August 20, 1942), 1, 1). Butler, nso Shall rJJyWord Be,t~ 
~· , New Series LI (September 2, 194 3) , 1. Butler, If The Indispensable 
Word, u Pentecostal Herald, LXI (t•Ia.y 3, 1950), ). Butler, irThe Incar-
nation and The Sacrificet 11 11l.!, Herald, LXVI (September 7, 1955), 2. 
Humanity. Butler went on to say that while had one perfect 
and complete natUJ:."e for the purpose of redemption, He took another 
nature. identified Himself with man racially, became the Son of 
mano This was accomplished by the route of the incarnation. In the 
womb of took on the nature of man, He was very man .. did 
not become the son of a man by natural generation, but He came into a 
perfect human body prepared for Him. He thus became the Son of man 
racially and generically.22 
of the two natures in one person, Butler began by saying that Christ 
perfect Godhood and perfect manhood were united i.nto one personality. 
That is, was only one person. It was in this union that became 
God's final and eternal revelation to man, for in the incarnation 
essential character did not change. remained perfect Godhood and 
perfect manhood. Butler did not indicate any commingling of the two 
natures but claimed that each remained distinct in spite of their union 
in the one person. 
, it was in the union of t..l1.ese two natures that He the 
mediator between God became man that men might become sons 
22c. Butler 11 nohristmas,~~ 1J.!! Christian Witness, New Series 
LIII (December 19, 1935), 2.. Butler, nThe Truth Series,&$ i};:id., 
Series (August 20, 1942) , 1. Butler, Shall My \.ford Be," 1!?i£!. , 
Series LI (September 211 1943), 1. Butler, nThe Christ of the 
Eternities,~~ Pentecostal Herald, LII (December 3, 1947), 3.. Butler, 
"The Indiape~.aable Word,i' ~ .. , L-XI (1-fay 3, 1950), 3. Butler, ''The 
Incarnation and the Sacrifice, n I.b.!, Heraldt L.XVI (September 7, 1955), 2 .. 
of God. 23 These two natures are inseparably uni. ted, but the human 
nature was lifted to a glorified position in heaven$24 
Christ 
Butler saw in Scripture that when the 
second person of the trinity was to eome into time, He laid aside the 
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glOr'IJ which from all eternity. This manifestation in the flesh 
was in self-humiliation. He took both the form and the place of a 
servant. He took a subordinate place in relation to the Godhead for 
the purpose of human redemption. The incarnation involved the miracle 
of the ages; the condescension, the abasement, the humiliation and the 
self-empting of the glory of the eternal Son. Nevertheless, according 
to Butler, Christ accepted these limitations when 
Himself with the form of man. 2.5 
chose to unite 
State of exaltation. As he w1•ote of Christ • s conquest over sin a 
~·-- . --
and death, Butler noted that Christ stepped under the curse the holy 
2:3c,. ¥il,. Butler, "Christmas, l'.h! Christian Witness, 
LIII (December 19, 19:35), 1. Butler, ~The Incarnation and the Sacrifice 
of Christ~" Ih! £!9rals!, U.."VI (September 7, 19.55), 2 .. 
24c. Butler, uExposition of St .. John, the 17th Chapter,~ Ib!. 
.9Jlr .. :lsj;ian \vitness, New Series LII (September 27, 19;4), 1. 
2
-'c. w. Butler, f'The Gift of God," !h.! Christian Witness, New 
L.JBJ,_._.,,;:, LIV (December 24, 1936), 1. Butler, ~~Christmas Message, ~t ~·, 
New Series LV (December 16, 1937), 1. Butler, 11The Truth Series,'~~· j 
New Series L.X (August 20~ 1942) 11 1, 1:3. Butler, nchrist Pre-eminent,~~ 
~·• New Series L.'JCII (April 13t 1944), 1. Butler, "Easter Meditation, 
i9J~·t New Series LXIV (April 18, 1944), 1. 
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law of God and became a voluntary sacrifice; ne invaded the dark domains 
of death. He entered the abode of lost men in the spirit and con-
quered Satan in the realm of his own domain.. He came forth carrying 
26 the keys of death ard hell. 
Butler believed that the resurrection of Cln~ist was the crmvning 
miracle of Christ's mission. The resurrection of Christ not 
the victinl but conqueror of death. resurrection was the final 
seal to all the truth in the Holy Scriptures regarding His personality 
and His mission. Butler believed that this fact of resurrection 
was as clearly foretold as was the fact that He would die for sin. By 
the resurrection He was declared the Son of God with power. The resur-
rection did not make the Son God, , the resurrection 
declared Sons hip and it stands as an abiding evidence of His deity 
Saviourhood. Furthert it substantiates the entire Christian reve-
lation for His resurrection was not ruerely the restoring of life to a 
dead body, but was a resurrection from the mortality that was in Him to 
immortality, from the corruptible state to the incorruptible. There-
:tore, He is alive forever more. In addition, His resurrection was the 
firstfruit of a racial resurrection of the bodies of all men. His 
glorified risen body provides the gracious hope for the complete immor-
tality of the Christian's resurrection for He arose in eternal triumph 
over the worldt sin and the devil. Thus~ this was ~ot Himself alone 
26c. Butler, "Our Conquering Christ, 11 .Ih! Christian \<fitness, 
Series LXIII (!,1arch 29, 194.5), 2. 
but as the head of a new race of redeemed men~ 27 
Butler referred to Christ's birth as an advent and His departure 
as an aseension.28 His ascension opened the path to the The 
members of the old race now have access to the throne of 
The hope for the individual now is in Christ alone. 
Upon His ascens:ton He tvas exalted to the hand of the 
Father.. He the glory which He the 
world was. to Butler, He continues in the work of His Saviour ... 
hood,30 and He is to have pre-eminence the things to eome.31 
In spe~cing of the offices of Christ, 
27c .. ''II. Butler, True Christology,e' !9!. Christian ~.fitness:> NEnv 
Series LI (September 21t 1933)t 1 .. Butler, "Our Glorious Hope," ills!.•' 
LII (!.fareh 29, 1934), 1. Butler, Living Christ, n ~· 11 
l~ew Series LV (~farch 2.5 ~ 1937) , 1. Butler, is Risent n ~. , New 
{April 10, 1941)j 1~ Butler, ~., 
Series L.X (April 2, 1942), 1 2.. Butlert "Easter 1'1edition Our Risen and 
, " ~·, Netf LIV (April 18, 1946) 1 1.. :butler, 
Lives--An Meditation," f..E!.llt9cp~t.Y, Heraldt LXI (April .5, 1950)" 7 .. 
.uu.·v.J.'t~J. II '*The C::·oss and the Resurrection, n ~-' LXII (March 7' 19.51) 9 :; .. 
Butler, "The True Estimate of Ghrist, tl !b.! Herald, LXIV (~...ay 6 ~ 19.53), J .. 
28 c. Butler, *~The Cross the 
(March 7, 1951), 3~ 
29 C. W.. Butler, Living Christ, n !b!, Christian ;;;:.-==-
Series LV (March 25t 1937), 1. 
3°c. t nBut t'le see Jesus," 
(December 10, 1942}, 1. Butler, 
LXIII 29, 1945), 2. 
31c. rll'l. Butler, ~~christ Pre-eminent~~ 
(April 27, 1944), 1. 
mediator, flis work is divided into the threefold office of Prophet, 
Priest and King. 
Moses wrote, prophet shall the Lord your God up unto 
you like unto me; him shall ye hear. n In interpreting this, Butler 
wrote that Christ came in the fulfillment of this prophecy. As a pro-
phet, restored the standards to their original paradise level. Butler 
believed that Christ did this in the Sermon on :t'\!:ount. There 
changed them from the aecomodated stand~~s of the Old Testament to 
harmony 'tvit.."l the paradise level. Again and again 
heard that it hath been said,', and after gave the Levitical code, He 
proceeded to give the standard V>Thich was in harmony with the Spirit's 
standard which with God's character and governmant.J) 
Butler held that God had never changed standard but man fell from 
this standard and God dealt with fallen man across the centuries to 
prepare the v;ay to send His and restore the standard.34 
Butler believed that Mathew 7:21-29 showed that the standard 
established in Christ's sermon was be lived this life. Butler 
also realized that people object, ~~this standard is too high.," can 
never a standard of idealism which one is to 
J? 
-c. vl .. Butler, t'The Christ,'~!.!!!. Herald, LXIV 
(April 1~ 195.3), J. 
3Jc. Butler, r'Bible Study Iliumber One," .!1!!. .9jlristl.!tl ill-
n!!!9 l~ew Series LIV (!'larch .5, 1936), 1. 
34c. ~1 .. Butler, ~1EYposi'iions of St .. Joh.."l, the 17th Chapter," Ib! 
Christian ~fitness, New Series LII (September 20, 19)4), 1 .. 
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aim but never to realize in this life."'' Butler recognized that this 
standard is impossible apart from Christ's further work. 
J.il<;i!E> ...... ".,~.4.,1;; at John 17:1, Butler said that Christ af:lsumed the 
office of high priest. He laid aside the prophet's 
the prerogatives of high priest. The passion of His prayer, as Butler 
~"lderstood it, was, "F'ather sanctify them." This intercession was 
personal for one a class and dispensational including each one 
of the class across the entire of time. In the fulfilling of this 
office Christ to God as the 
fice for sin. Butler said that 
He so fulfilled the righteousness of the law God and so mani-
fested the righteousness and moral perfections of His person and 
character that sufferings under the law were of ~L~~o·~~~ 
s:te:e\;h and v:a!U.!• His dying for our sins was a 
action in which offered to a holy God something in the place of 
that which is due from ~"16 sinner, which God can, in righteousness, 
accept on the moral grounds upon which it is conditioned.. His 
offering is adequate to satisfY the perfect justice and righteous-
ness of God and His law so that when the receiving subject man takes 
the moral ground in relation to sin and self-will which enable 
to embrace Christ as his Passover Lamb, he can walk into the 
ence of a holy in the name and •erit of the finished provision 
of this and feel that his faith offers an all-sufficient 
atonement for all of his sins.,6 
was at one time both priest in office sacrifice in reality. 
Butler believed that Christ appears before God now as man's representa-
tive, intercessor and mediator. continues His priestly functions.37 
'5c. \v. Butler, "Expositions of St. John, the 17th 
Christian Witness, New LII (September 20 11 1934), 1. 
'
6c. W. Butler, nThe Truth Series,n 
Series LX (August 27, 1942), 1. 
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Butler believed that the day is coming when Christ will lay 
aside the robe of His priestly office and will.clothe Himself in kingly 
array. Butler stated that the one who receives his Pentecost in this 
cro~rms Christ as Lord and !1aster in his life. There is a time 
coming when He will rule the world, the -vrhole universe of God. Butler 
emphasized that Christ v.rill run the affairs of men as raler for one 
thousand years.. He stated that this world is not through with Christ. 
He is the Christ of coming judgnlent.38 
understood Butler~s position concerniP~ the person of 
Christ, it was possible to examine vlhat he said concerning the work of 
Christ. 
According to Butler, God created man for moral harmony with 
self. vlas to with His purposes and be conformed to 
nature and. vlill. This vras ir1 order that man and God might vzalk together 
in spiritual fell~~ship that man might enjoy felicity and. 
glory of a holy God. was built with a capacity to know share 
3?Ibid., Butler, ''Expositions of St. John, the 17th Chapter.n 
..ll?i4•• LII (September 27 11 1934), 1. Butler, t 1E:x-positions of St. Johnt 
tbe 17th Chapter, n .illS,. , Ner11 Series LII Olovember 1 , 1934) , 1 , 8. 
Butle:t•, 'Bible Study hh.L'llber One 11 n ~· , New Series LIV (;:·!arch 12, 19:36) t 
1. 
~a ,~ C.. Butler, of St. John, the 17th Chapter," 
QJ:lris~.n L'llitness, !~ew (September 27, 19)4), 1. Butler, 
t'Bible Study !~umber One, ~·, New Series LIV (I'larch 12, 1936), 1 .. 
Butler·t nA True Christology, 11 ~·, Series 11 (October .5, 19)9), 1 .. 
Butle:;.", "The True Estimate of Christ," .Ih! Hera.!!!, LXIV (June ), 195:3), 
3. 
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in the pleasure of the perfection of the moral balance the Int:~.nite. 
such, man 't'!Tas created a moral being, a rational , a volitional 
being and a being capable of love. The fall of man the moral 
and spiritual results which 
destroy the capacities 1.ri th which 
Butler's position vras that 
However, the fall did not 
created !l"..an. 39 
The perfect righteousness of God's character and of. office of 
moral Ruler, as well as the perfect character of His law and govern-
ment, separated and shut away from the saving of a rebellious 
and lost human race.. 1!1 coul;:! !!2.!:. 22!.! past; ri&hteousnes§_, .&.! 2lf!h 
!!!.! ~' government, until He fulfilled and expressed that 
righteousness, by the demands of the law being met.40 
Butler referred to his view of the atonement as the moral view. 
He wRs careful to iruiicate th&t this was not the moral influence view. 
the sufferings of Christ fulfilled the the 
and manifested the righteousness of God so that the entire trans-
action between a holy God fallen man is on a moral .41 
that position was not 
that of the designated as a literal debt-
transaction. Those -vrho hold this position, according to 
' 
state that Christ paid the penalty due man's sins His own body on 
:39c. Butler, Atonement, .Ih!, .9ilri§ltian v/itness, Netv 
LXIV (December, 19Li-6), 1. Butler, nThe Death of Christ, 11 !.h.! 
R:er,a]£1, Lxn: (July 1, 1959) t 2. 
40c~ "Christ Jesus Whom God Set Forth~~~ ~ 
Series LIX (September 4, 1941), 1 .. 
L~l c. Butler, '1The Atonement, Christian 1/ii tness, 
Series LXIV (August 1, 1946), 1. 
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the tree. They also state that salvation is in ~vha:t Christ 
has done for us on the cross. By they mean to exalt 
Christ in t"lork of Saviour hood. 
cotmnercial transaction, then this posi would Butler 
felt that the atonement was not a cowxaercial transaction and ~1at there 
·was a better way to exalt and His atoning work.42 
Butler took exception to those held the view, 
he was not attempting to unchristianize them but to show the error in 
their intellectual basis of their faith. He recognized that many of 
these people enjoyed the benefits of Christ's death in their ~rn 
personal eAlPerience.43 
Butler held that the problem of sin and redemption 1-1as a 
44 
moral problem. Involved in this problem was the great moral nature 
of God 9 11.amely holiness. 4-' 
In the spelling out of his position, Butler held that the atone-
ment, Christ's atoning death, was the highest expression of the love of 
Butler, 1111/hat Does 
(April 17, 1941), 1. 
44c. W. Butler, Sufferings of Christ, .!b! -=-=-;..;;;.:;;= 
LXI (April 15, 1943)1 1, 2. 
45 c. Butler, Shall 
Series LI (September 2, 1943), 1. 
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God. The sovereign b.oliness of gave birth to the plan of redem-
ption. Calvary was the supreme revelation of God's righteousness and 
46 
of His love. God's holiness the righteousness law demanded 
such a plan. God's mercy and power were released in harmony with His 
perfect la1,;. By the dea.th of Christ CJod 1vas able to forgive sin to 
justify the believer in Jesus. Thus, could forgive in harmony with 
law of righteousness.47 The fact of a blood atonement 
included a deeper meaning of the holiness of God. It spoke of the utter 
demerit of sin. The shedding of blood represents the 
perfect penalty . 48 s~n. 
Sin, for Butler, is a moral problem. God cannot and does not 
deal lightly with this tnalady. Before God could extend mercy and pardon 
the demands of moral law and holy character had to be met.49 
The moral View recognizes the absolute perfection of Christ as 
an and all-sufficient offering for sin by virtue not only 
of His complete obedience to the law il1 all that He did, but by 
His perfect conformity to the law in all that t;ras. not only 
did righteously; He was righteous. In Him was no sin. He was 
perfect in the union of the nature of Godhood humanrmod. 
relation to the perfect law of God and to the infinite perfections 
of God H·roself was such that 1£is death filled ~dll the righteousness 
of the law and revealed and declared the righteousness of as the 
46 C. ~i. Butler, "The Precious Blood, 11 _f!ntecos.tal Herald 9 LXI (November 1~ 1950), 3. 
47c. w. Butler, 'Perfected Forever,~' .l'h! Herald, L.iCII (September .5, 
19.51), 3-
4Bc. Butler, nso Shall }.fy 
Series LI (September 3, 1943), 1. 
49 C. \rl. Butler~ ?'I'1iracle i.n the Realm of Hora.l Government, .I.U!, 
Christian Witness, New Series LII (March 15, 1934), 1. 
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Lawgiver. He was the 1at'lb vJhich God provided 
referred to as withe unspeakable gift. n suffel"ings 
unmeasured and unf'athomable depths and heights of :moral .50 
Butler felt that. the most rneanins,&;ful text relating to the atone-
ment t-Tas II Corinthians .5:21o In this verse, which 
understanding, accox·ding to butler, both the righteousness of 
and his holiness are involved. Butler believed that Clu·ist was 
suffering of sin, (2) His death was a death unto sin, (3) did not 
die as a righteous person dies but as a sinner dies, and ( l.f.) was 
darkness in His death.)i 
Christ not bear literally the exact equivalent of the pain 
of those who deserved eternal torment. His suffering was a 
perfect offering under the law for sin. He offered a sacrifice by which 
all men could be saved. death was an acquittal for none, but a 
gracious and perfect provision for all.".52 
Christ's deatht for Butler, was a substitutional death, it invol-
ved vicarious suffering.. His death was an entirely moral transaction 
which met the moral conditions of Godts holiness and the holiness of 
His law and government. Butler felt that it also makes the strongest 
.5° c. ~i .. Butler, Atonement~ 1' l.h! Christian ~.;;;::.;:.;-..::.• 
(August 1, 1946), 2. 
Sic .. ltl. Butler, ;'The Atonement, n !.h! Christian l~itness, Series 
LXIV (November 1~ 1946), 2. 
-'
2c. Butler, "The Atonement in Ghrist, 11 .!!:12. Liei!I 
(October .5, 1955), 2. 
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moral appeal, of which God is capable of making, to win men, responsible 
moral creatures, back to Himself. Christ's substitutionary death was 
of such a nature that when man meets certain moral conditions the death 
of Christ can be accepted in the place of that which is due the penitent 
trusting sinner. When these moral conditions have been met by the 
sinner the death penalty is commuted, life is imparted and God and the 
sinner are reconciled. Butler felt that this view of the atonement made 
possible a universal atonement as provision for all but conditionally 
bestowed and conditionally retained.53 
Christ, the God-man, not only identified Himself with man's 
humanity but with man's sin problem, according to Butler. He 
Himself as a sacrifice for the sins of the world. It by this 
finished sacrifice that the door of mercy swings open for all men.54 
Christ bee~•e the great sin-bearer.55 The route of atonement was by 
the blood of Christ as the Lamb of God. 56 In the shedding of Christ's 
blood God righteousness was revealed, His justice vindicated and His 
love and mercy fully re·vealed. 57 
53c. w. Butler, wv~rJhat Does It :ft!ean?,." 
New Series (April 17, 1941), 11. 
Christian Witness, 
54c. W. Butlert i'The Christ of Eternities," Pentecostal ~' 
LIX (December 3, 1947J, 3. 
55c .. til[. Butler, "Tested Values, Pentecostal Herald, LX (December 1, 
1950), '· 
56c. w. Butler, ~tThe Precious Blood," Pentecostal Herald, 
(November 1, 1950), 3. 
57c. w. Butler, "An Easter Meditation," .I.ru! Herald, LXIII 
{April 2, 1952), J .. 
7? 
This sacrifice made by God so that man could be redeemed cost 
God the supreme sacrifice.. Nothing less than this could the 
demands of God's holy character and government.58 Butler stated 
reverently that this sacrifice exhausted Godts infinite resources. 
did this to provide an adequate remedy for sin but also to provide the 
greatest moral appeal possible to ~~n men.59 
God gave Himself in supreme sacrifice for the complete moral 
recovery of man. For a lesser objective could not make such great 
sacrifice.60 The atonement provides that man can be restored unto 
that holiness which prepares him to meet God. 61 
'l'he death of Christ l<ras vicarious in its character. By vicarious 
Butler meant, place or office of one person is assumed by another, 
on behalf of or representing another; performed or suffered by one 
person representing another, with results, or benefits, or advantages 
t~62 
accruing to another. The remedy for sin is associated with the 
supreme and unspeakable sufferings of Christe63 vicarious sufferings 
58c. Butler, 11!•1ira.cle in the Realm of Moral Gove:t"nment, 11 The 
QI:p:'ier~n Witness, Series LII (March 15, 1934), 1. -
59 c. \<1. Butler, "Evangf)liam," Pentecostal Herald, LX (!-fay 5, 1948), 
). 
60 c. Butler, Lives, u The Christian Witness, New Series 
LXIII {September 27, 1945), 1. ---
61c. ~i. Butler, "l·fan's Nature and His Recovery Through the Atone-
ment of Christ," lb.!. Herald, LXVI (December ?, 19.5.5), 2 .. 
62 c. Butler, Death of Christ, n !b.! .... He.r.a;;:;;;;l-.d, (~lay 6, 
1959)' 2. 
63c. Butler, '1Holiness Preaching,~~ The:. ~~~· 
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offer to the something in the place of that which was due the 
sinner. This makes it possible for a holy God to remain holy and 
64 continually apply the benefits of the provision. The sufferings of 
from man a heart break for and from all sin to a wholehearted return to 
Goo.6.5 The suf'fer:lngs of' Christ were of indescribable depth and value. 
His offering "ttas adequate to satisfy the perfect righteousness and 
66 justice of' God and law. 
Butler said that the subject of' the atonement is too profound to 
be proven by mere proof texts. It is a subject which issues from the 
total teaching of God's Word with reference to man, sin and htu~an 
redemption. 67 
Butler believed that 
the righteousness which is by faith of' Christ becomes a new ~v,~~~·~ 
sion of the infinite righteousness of by the route of recovered 
moral beings, who will star~ out in the sight of all moral beings 
an eternal justification of a holy God in creating man.68 
(June )0, 19.54), 2. 
64 c. W. Butler, 'Salvation by 
Series LIII (July 11, 193.5), 1. Christian l!\1;\. tnef!_~t New 
6
.5c. w. Butle:t. .. , tiThe Sufferings of Christ, !f .!h.! Christian ~iitness, 
New Series ~ti (April 15t 1943), 1, 2. 
66c. ti .. Butler, !£The Truth Series,n .I!!! Christian Witness, New 
Series LX (August 2?, 1942), 1. 
67c. w. Butler!) '~The Death of Christ,•t .I.b!. Herald, (May 6, 
19.59), 2. 
68c. W. Butler, t1The Death of Christ, n .!h.!. Herald t 
19.59), 21. 
(June 3, 
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Butler was convinced that man would satisfied when a:tfoke 
in glory but also that F...im.self will be with the ultimate 
result of His work of Cl"eati.on and redemption. 69 
The setting forth of Jesus Chl"'ist perfects such a moral balance 
in the universe God that will be forever vindicated. 
pen~tting the mystery of iniquity to work. 
The setting forth of Jesus Christ so bala.~ces the moral order 
that no man will ever be finally lost because of Adamts sin. 
shall die, in the eternal sense, for their own sin only. 
The setting forth of Jesus Christ stands out as the mightiest 
moral appeal God could make to a morally responsible and free 
race to win men to the choice of right and to turn to Himself. 
is a perfect sin offering. He is a perfect object of faith. 
He is, therefore, a perfect Saviour.70 
This constitutes Butler's position concerning the work of Christ 
which he called the moral view. 
are certain unconditional 
benefits besUJ~ed because of the atonement, aceordi11g to Butler; (1) the 
mater:l.al univeu.•se was and is preserved. 7l (2) By Christ's death~ there 
has been a new and prolonged probation of the human race. Man is spared 
so that he may take advantage of the conditional benefits of the atone-
ment. 72 (3) atonement covers all irresponsible persons; this 
'1°c. ~~~. Butler, 1'Christ Jesus Hhom God Set Forth," The 
Christian Witness, New Series (September 4, 1941), 1, 13. ---
71c. 
Christian .;.;.;;:;..;:.;;.;:;~:;.~ 
~~c:b.rist Jesus Whom God Hath Set Forth.,~~ The 
Series LIX (August 28~ 1941)t 1. ---
'72 Ce v-;. Butler, "T'ne \Ifill of 
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includes infants and truly born-again Christians who die in a justified 
sta.te .. 73 
The provision of Calvary covers the need of cleansing of sint 
but if a converted man dies ignorant of this provision, and never 
rejects light, he dies in the same relation to the 
a little child dies. If haB light and 
becomes a rebel and loses his right relation with God. Therefore, 
if he is ever lost it will be by his OW'll willful rebellion ..,.,,,., ... ~ .... 
the will • 7l.1r . 
(4) Because the atonem.ent obligated 
deals with the sin problem. God could not be just and with the 
sin problem apart frorn the atonement. car..not now remain just and 
fail to the cry of penitents who confess their sins, turn and look 
by i"a:ith to death to cure sin problem. 75 (5) ~one 
of the most direct and continued benefits of the provision Ch:riBt's 
the Holy Spirit in His pentecostal dispensational fulnass to this • 
are the unconditional benefits Butler found in atonement. 
Series LIV (April 2t 1936)~ 1. Butler, '!Christ Jesus ~mom God 
li'orth, ~., Series LIX (August 28, 1941), 1. Butler, "The Death 
of Christ,'r ~ {June 3t 1959), 1. 
73c. Butler, f'The Death of Christ, •~ (August 12t 
1959), 2. 
74 C. vl. Butler, "Divine Sons hip, 11 Ib.!, Herald~ LXVIII (February 6, 
195?), 11. 
75c. w. Butler, l:J'prinkled Blood,n .'Ih!, Christian Witness, New 
Series L\~ (March 24, 1938), 1. 
76c. ~~. Butler, "Faith vs .. the work and \Utness of the Spirit," 
.!b.! Christian va tness, New Series L (f,farch 17, 1932) , 2. 
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DOCTRINE OF T.HE HOLY SPIRIT 
Butler held that the person and work of the Holy Spirit was 
intimately related to provision and manifestation the redemption 
which been provided for man. 
Person 
Butler insisted that the Holy Spir:tt is a person and. not an 
:tnfluence. comes to abide, Pentecost is a presence.77 presence 
purifying 
presence. Only the power to reach into the depths of the haman 
heart and eradicate sin.78 presence is a revealing ~r·es~~nc:e, a 
presence, an illuminating presence 9 a healing purifying 
presence, a comforting presence, a protecting 
presence prese:1:1ce. 79 
from the and the Son. , according to Butler, 
here to carry forward the vrork vthich Jesus began through the hlliltan 
agency of redeemed people.80 The Holy Spirit is referred to as 
77 c.. Butler, About Pentecost, .I.!:l! Her..~!£!, LXII 
(August 1, 1951) 11 :;. Butler, HPentecost, 11 .I.!:l! Christi!!! l~ltnef!!.~, Net<~ 
Series LXI (May 13, 1943), 1. 
78c. 'lrl. Butler, "The Sacred Flame, •~ The. Christian ~iitness, 
Series LX.IV (June 13, 1946)t 1. 
79c. Butler, npentecost," The Christian \.Jitness, New Series 
LXI (r4ay 6, 1943), 1, 2. -
BO C. l"i. Butler, nThe }iinistry of Jesus , " Christian ~1!1 tness , 
New Series LVII (!'lay 25t 1939)t 1 .. 
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administering life. What the Father has willed and the Son provided, 
the Holy Spirit executes and makes real. To the Holy Spirit was 
ascribed the work of building the Holy Scriptures. In His redemptive 
activities He takes the place of a servant, never referring to Himself 
but He always exalts the Son. 81 Thus, the Holy Spiri.t glorifies 
Christ.82 
His coming was at Pentecost, His coming is at Pentecost. His 
coming was and is sudden. It was and is the advent of a person. Butler 
was emphatic that there are four facts about Pentecost, three are 
incidental, one is fundamental. The sound of a rushing wind, the cloven 
tongues of fire and the speaking in tongues are incidental. The being 
filled with the Holy Spirit is fundamental. 83 Butler's position 
concerning the person of the Holy Spirit is the same as that Y.Thich 
orthodox Christianity has held across the centuries. 
Dr. Butler listed. nine offices of the Holy Spirit. They were as 
follows: 
I. It is the office of the Holy Spirit to convict of sin. 
Conviction such as issues in genuine repentance is the irrwrought 
work of God, the Holy Spirit, through truth. 
81c. w. Butler, "Truth Series 11 11 The Christian Witness, l~ew Series 
LX (January 28, 1943), 1, 2. -
82c .. ~v • .Butlert "The Fullness of Christ," Pentecostal Herald, LXII 
(June 27, 1951), 3, 16. 
83c. w. Butler, "Pentecost," The Christian Witness, l~ew Series 
L.XI (I1:ay 13, 1943), 1, 2. -
8) 
II. It is the office of the Holy Spirit to regenerate the 
penitent, believing heart. makes alive. is the life-giving 
spirit. 
III. It is His office also to witness to our adoption. It is 
He who asstu~es the heart and gives confidence toward God. 
IV. Having regenerated the heart and witnessed thereto, 
sustains a personal relation to the believer.. He is to be our 
leader. He guides us into all truth. not only guides but 
teaches us. He quickens our memory. brings to our attention 
things we know, in our times of need. 
v. is an abiding Comforter, One near to help, or, our 
Paraclete. In this office He quickens promises to us which feed 
and build our faith. 
VI. In His faithfulness, He discovers to us our own condition 
of need. through. the truth uncovers carnality and convicts the 
believer of indwelling sin. 
VII. Having discovered to us our need of cleansing, it ia His 
office to sa.:nctify us through the truth. is the active, divine 
agent, operatL.l'lg under the cover and merit of Calvary, making the 
yielded, trusting heart clean through divine grace. 
VIII. It is His prerogative to again bear witness to our human 
spirits that we are clean. There is a witness to inwrought holiness 
as there is a witness to our justification. an odoption (sic] into 
the family of God. 
L!. indwells the believer to reveal the Godhead in us and 
to empower us by His abiding presence and the imparting of such gifts 
as He may choose from time to time, enabling us to perform the service 
of life to which we are appointed by the will of God.84 
The Holy Spirit, according to Butler, is here officially for the 
8.5 purpose of carrying into effect the provisions of Calvary. Butler 
had more to say concerning some of the offices of the Holy Spirit. They 
84c .. 'vl. Butler, nof.f'ices of the Holy Spirit, .Til! Christian 
~' 1-Jew Series LVI (Nay 19, 19)8), 1 .. 
85c '-" T"'·tl • w • .ou. er, 
~ Christian Witness, 
~1Faith vs. The Work and 111itness of the Spirit, 
Series L (March 17, 19)2)t 2. 
have been listed and e)cpanded in the following pages. 
Butler thought that a sinner is one who dead trespasses 
sins. ~.Jhen has been convicted of his sin by 
sincerely repented looked to Christ in faith for salvation, he is 
born of ~· • it 86 >Jp:tr • new birth makes man alive in his spirit 
department. This brings him into God-consoiousnesst which issues in 
communion fellowship with God. It also brings a knowledge which 
e:r.ables the pro:f'essor to say, t~I know in whom I have believed. H The 
new birth is a fundamental change.87 
The evidences of the ne-vr birth or birth of the include: 
84 
(1) made real in moral consciousness of the receiving subject, 
(2) a nMv love for one's fellowmen, (3) victory over the world, (4) 
dominion over sin, (5) standard of outward holiness, and (6) a love 
for the Word of God.88 
The Holy effects the adoption of the newborn child into 
the family of God.89 
86 c. ~I{. Butlel"', *wThe Verdict of Destiny, H Pentecostal Herald, 
kXI (July 12, 1950), 3. 
87c .. I!l. Butlert 'Sound Doctrine, 11 ll'!!, Christian vlitness, New 
Sel .. ies LVI (May 12, 1938), 1. 
88c. tv. Butler, ttSound Doctrine,~~ ~ Christian vii tness, 
Series LVI (!>fay 5 ~ 1938) , 1. 
89c. W. Butlerft "Bible Perfection," Ih! .cthristian Witness, New 
Series LXII (October 12, 1944), 1. 
8.5 
~Jetism 2!~ SEiriF 
As a work subsequent to the birth of the Spirit, Butler preached 
that the baptism with the Holy Spirit or Pentecost was and is for every 
Christian. Pentecost wa:!J not an afterthought with God but was planned 
at the srurJS meeting in which Cal vary was planned. The relation between 
Calvary's sacrifice and the baptism with the Holy Spirit is that Calvary 
provided Pentecost.90 Pentecost was God's day and it was planned by 
Hin1, it was the advent of God Himself to a human temple prepared for His 
presence.91 
The negative work of the Holy Spirit in the baptism is to cleanse 
the temple of the dedicated Christian. The positive and constructive 
work of the Holy Spirit in baptism is to perfect 
and unveil Christ in His indwelling fulness.92 
love and to reveal 
Butler thought that Christians need this baptism with the Holy 
Spirit for the full settlement of the sin problem, to reveal the glori-
fied Christ in indwelling fulness, to successfully manage their 
own human selfh.ood, to enable them to live successfully with others, to 
perform Christian service effectively and to secure to them things to 
90 C. 1r1. Butler, ~~Pentecost, •~ The Christian \.Ji tness, New Series 
LIV (February r.h 1936), 1. Butler,""'»Pentecost,n ~ .. , New Series LXI 
(May 27, 1943), 1. 
91c. ~v. Butler, '1Penteoost, 11 .Ih!, Christian 1'/itness, New Series 
LIV (February 13, 1936), 1. 
92c. '•'<I. Butler, t'Pentecost 1 n Ib!, Christian ~11'1.tness, l-1ew Series 
L.XI (May 13, 1943), 1, 2.. Butler, "He That is Spiritual, t~ Pentecostal 
Herald, (April 7, 1948), 3. 
come.93 
Butler believed witness of the when 
work of salvation was work 
subject proper moral adjustments. 
that in faith an looked to of Christ 
as tds substitute work was and the was done the 
Spirit bore vlitness to fact.94 The witness does not save nor does 
it sanctify. there a double cure so there 
is a double witness to expe:t"ieneed. ''Faith precipitates the 
of is 
as there is the to 
pleasure or displeasure in one's conduct. These two must not be final 
for they can mistaken~ The 
of God. \~hen these three 
6 easily broken .. 9 
is: (3) the written 
one has a threefold cord which not 
93c. Til. Butler, "Our l~eed of the Holy Spirit,n l'.h!, Christian 
, LVII (July 6, 1939), le 
94 C. Butler, nsalvation by Faith,s' The Christian 
New LIII (July , 1935), 1, 8. - ;;;;,;;;;;.;~=.., 
95c. Butler, ~rsound Doctrine,~~ The Christian 
Series LVI (June 2, 1938) , 1.. - .;.;.;;;;.;=.;;;.o;.7 
96c. Butler, "Spiritual Inventory,'' .Ih!. Christian t'll',.~nesst 
New Series LIII (January 10t 1935), 1. 
Butler witness of the Holy as 
that tender impression made by Him on our human spirit that causes 
a conscious assurance to arise within. This gives us confidence 
toward C~d. It becomes knowledge confirmed by the of God to 
us.97 
also 
faith not 
Butler noted 
Spirit with 
the 
out that the 
so that one 
to Butler, is an one's 
some have confused the 
.. They would have 
consent 
self-hood .. 99 
of 
some and failed to heed 
or listen to the still voice. The manifestations of God are sub-
ject to God's own choosing and are for an individual's profit 
for glory~ was .Butler's thought along this line" They are not to 
be sought nor made an end in themselves. The manifestations are usually 
short and occasional whereas the witness remains as long as conditions 
97 C. :b'utler, tf Sm.md Doctrine , 11 Christian Witness, 
Series LVI (June 2~ 1938), 1. 
98c. ~'f. Butler, ~~salvation by Faith,n ~ Ci:n::jst,ian =~~·· 
Series LIII (July 18, 1935), 1, 8. Butler, nFeelings versus 
Principle, l, , Series (October 29, i 942) , 1. 
99c. ~~I. Butler, versus Faith Principle, .Ih! 
________ witness, New (October 29, 1942), 1. 
100 
are met. 
88 
the completion of it 
takes time to the fruit. 
fruit of the , as by love, involves our 
made perfect in love by the removing, in the moral quality of our 
spirits, all that is contrary to love~ and by the of 
divine love in our whole selfhood. The measure of love which marks 
full of the indeed perfect. 
this is true~ it is accompanied by the joy of the Lord which is our 
strength; then not with God~ which a relationship, 
but the "peace of t.vhich passeth all understanding" v1hich is a 
possession. These deep spiritual condition us so that 
the spirit long-suffering, of , and of will be 
evidenced our daily ~ by 
spirit~ and an ordering of our total living 
..~.u ... ..~.~.,.j.Q of true this abounds 
"""'""" .. ''""- that such there is no la-.,f· becomes a realized 
fact. You will note whole list of facts given in 
the Scripture referred to are but manifestations of the 's 
presence. They are not designated as the fruits of~ btJ.t 
fruit of the 101 
Butler that the fruit of the Spirit is the final and abidi~~ 
In Butler's thinking, gifts of the are subject to God's 
100c. Butler, nThe ~1a.nifestations of the Spirit, .!h!. .;;:.-;,;;.;;;.;;;..;;:;..;:;;;;:= 
Series LVI (July 14~ 1938), 1. Butler, Ttu.th unrL"'"' 
(February 4, 1943), 1, 2. 
101 C. Butler, Truth 
Series (Feb!~ary 11, 1943)t 1, 2. 
89 
own choosing. They are given for one's profit and for 
are not to be sought. 103 
glory.. They 
Butler taught that one should not expect a gift as a token that 
the work is complete. If the witness has been given, a gift cannot add 
104 
or detract. One may have Him and possess the fruit and never have a 
special gift, according to Butler.105 
times the Christian will have the direct inwat~ guidance of 
the Holy Spirit. Butler recognized that this was hard to explain but 
was precious to the one who knew it. Sometimes the Spirit quickens a 
verse of Scripture and applies it to the present • Another method 
He uses is providencea.. Butler quoted from r'1artin vlells 's book 
on J!n,;era~siOl,'l,.!• In th:l.s was given four rules to test supposed leadings: 
(1) it must be right, (2) it must be Scriptural~ (3) It must be reason-
106 
able, and (4) it must be providential. Butler admonished to obey 
the Holy Spirit's promptings and eheeks.107 
103c.. W. Butler, 11The l4anifestations of the Spirit .!h! ......_;;..;:;.;:~;.;;;.:;.; 
Witness, Series LVI (July 14, 1938), 1. 
104 C. t'l. Butler, Truth Series 9 H .Il'.!!. Christian !.,:1.. tness, New 
Series (February 4~ 1943), 1, 2. 
105c. 1,i., Butler, tiThe Truth 
Series (February 11, 1943), 1, 2. 
106 C. 1:1. Butler, t~ Heart Talk on Guidarule, n l'.b!. ......_::;...:::.;:::.== Witness t 
New Series LVII (September 28, 1939), 1. 
107 c. W. Butler, ~'More About Pentecost, 11 
(August 1, 1951), J. 
LXII 
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Concerning the grieving of the Holy o'piri t, Butler taught the 
follO".Jing. The Holy Spirit is to take charge of every beli.ever in 
Christ. He is to , protect and empower. The Holy Spirit is a 
gentle, tender leader, is symbolized by the dove. checks are 
given by a tender, quiet inwa-~ pull. By these, He attempts to keep the 
believer from harm. If one in whose heart He dwells begins to go from 
the path of right, He gives an i:nw-ard N·arning. If this warning was not 
heeded t He is grieved. The Holy Spirit suffers long and deals patiently 
before leaves. He will not leave without serving notice that He is 
going to depart, He desires to stay forever. If He is grieved seriously 
and repeatedly it is impossible for Him to abide. 108 This summarizes 
Butler's teaching concerning the person and work of the Holy Spirit. 
IV .. 
This chapter presented Butler~s position concerning Goo•s recovery 
program whereqy man could be restored to the holiness from which he fell 
The objective side of salvation was presented. Butler held that Christ, 
the eternal Son of God, took on himself human nature in the womb of 
was righteous and did righteously. Christ as the high priest 
offered Hi..JUSelf as the Lamb of God. His atoning death was of such a 
nature that God could be just and yet justify the sinner. Because of 
108 C. W.. Butler, n A Vwssage to Believers , l'!!!, Christian .;.;.;;;;......,=~ 7 
New LVII (March 9, 1939), 1. 
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Christ's death, God could both forgive the penitent sinne:t" and restore 
the believer unto that state of holiness from which man fell in the 
garden. Butler believed that the Holy Spirit was sent by the Father 
and the Son. is here to make real in the hearts of men that which 
Christ provided at Calv~;. The great truth of this chapter that 
provision has been made to restore man to that state of holiness which 
he lost by sin. 
HOLINESS OF GOD RESTORED IN 
CHAPTER VI 
THE HOLIJ.\1ESS OF OOD RESTORED 
The purpose of this chapter was to present the subjective side 
of salvation as Butler understood and presented it. Butler spoke of 
three zones in salvation. These three zones have provided the division 
points of the majority of this chapter. They have been treated under 
the heading of the holiness of God restored in man, individually. The 
closing section of this chapter presented Butler's position concerning 
the church and has been treated under the heading of the holiness of 
God restored 1n man, collectively. 
I. INDIVIDUALLY 
Butler did not write much about the preliminary stages of grace 
such as prevenient grace and conviction. His position concerning these 
matters came mainly from what He said 1~1 regard to areas related. to the 
preliminary stages of graoe. 
R!Eentanoe. Repentance, he spoke of as a heart broken for sin 
and from sin. It is a change of willing. of feeling and of love in 
respect to God. It implies an abhorenoe of sin. In repentance, one 
begins to look upon sin as God doest for repentance is of such a nature 
that it secures a change in conduct and in character. It is a 
moral reaction in the soul of man wherein he takes sides with God 
94 
against sin, even his own sin. Thus, the penitent sees sin as something 
hateful to God. 1 
2 Repentance involves the forsaking of all known evil. It is the 
preparation of the heart to bali. eve on Jesus,. 3 His position concerning 
repentance would imply conViction for sine 
Sav;ing faith. Butler's vie"lll on saving t•aith is that it both 
a gift of God and an act of the person. In the realm of divine grace 
a provision has been for the gift of faith. It is bestmied upon 
the individual the instant he makes proper moral adjustments in the 
realm of the known will of God. Power to believe is imparted when moral 
adjustments have been made by the ehoiee of a responsible subject. Thus, 
God does not believe for an individual but gives the power to believe, 
and this gift of faith makes possible a present, personal trusting of 
Jesus to save an indivj.dual in the here and now.4 
It is an act of the individual in that he chooses to step out on 
the Word of God and believe God. TI1is choice is a moral act of the soul 
1 C. W. Butler, Note on TTUe Repentance, *1 !.!:!!. ,PJtristiq:a, ~1/i tness, 
!~ew Series LIV (May 21, 19)6), 1 .. Butler, ~~sound Doctrine,~~~., New 
Series LVI (April 21, 19:38), 1. 
2c. W. Butler t 'lReputation vs. Character,~'~ l1l! Ci1.ristian t\11 tness, 
New Series LI {September 9,. 194)), 1. 
:3c. ~·l. Butler, "The Verdict of Destiny, n Pentecostal Herald, L.U 
(July 12, 1950), :;. 
4 C. 1tl. Butler, "The Gift of Faith, 11 !!:.!. Christian '11/i tness, 
Series LV (I1ay 1), 19:37), 1. ~ 
95 
TI1is law of faith operates in both zones one and two. After the 
facts have been made real in the individual, he must walk and 
overcome by faith6 6 
Justification. Butler said that justification is 
on a legal basis, or in harmony with 
of the la,;<J, and involves therefore the whole 
Christ the conditions of a moral 
for our appropriation of the benef:'i.ts 
Further, it involves the cancelling of guilt and the lifting of condem-
nation in harmony with the righteous of the law of God.8 It is 
account. This is on a basis that frees him from the condemnation of the 
law.9 
This forgiveness is in harmony with the perfection of God's 
character and of His holy name, 10 the death penalty commuted .. 11 
5c. Butler, 11The Unchanging Law of Faith, It Ill!. .=::.;;;;.;::;.;:::,l 
c~~y 2, 1956), 2e 
LXVII 
6Ibia. 
7 C .. w. Butler, Importance of Holiness," Pentecostal ~~~' 
LXII (February 7, 1951), ). 
8c. Butler, '~Behold the Lamb," .Ill!, Herald, LXVII (July 11, 
1956)' ) .. 
9c .. w. Butlet~, HJustification by Faith~ 11 !!l! Christi,!!! witness~ 
New Series LIV (July 20, 1936), 1. 
1° C.. W., Butler, Meditation on Romans, fl Pentecostal Herald, 
(October 6, 1948), ). 
96 
Butler held that in justification God imputes righteousness to 
the forgiven subject. He treats him as righteous before His holy law. 12 
God accepts the finished -vrork of Cal vary on behalf of the broken law 
because of the sinner's repentance and f'aith. 13 
Justification is by faith. The experiential result is peace 
Vlith God. The sinner is justified by faith before God but he is justi-
ll.j. fied by works before men. The work itself is an tvork 
although the approach oftimes involves a time element.15 
~egeneration. The first great imperative in salvation, according 
to Butler was, must be born again. Butler did not believe this was 
an arbitrary 1~ing of a sovereign God but was a merciful provision meant 
to deal with an imperative need in man. 16 The death sentence had been 
pronounced upon man. he fell in the garden, one of the effects was 
death in his spirit department. This was the reason for the first 
Gospel, n I.h! Herald, (October 7, 19.59)~ 
2 .. 
12c. w. Butler, "Behold the Lamb, t~ .!.h! :a;~rBJ.q, LX:VII (July 11, 
19.56), 3. 
13c. ~.;. Bt1tler, "The Gift of Righteousness, <t Ih! -=~:;.::.;;;~ 
!!.!!!!' Net>T Series LIII (P.Ifay 30, 195.5), 9. 
14c. ~If. Butler, ~~Justification By Faith," !h! Qhristi,m Witness, 
Series LIV (July 30, 1936), 1. 
15c. \v., Butler, "The Double Cure, H Pentecostal (April 6, 1949), 3· .;;;:.;:;;;.:.;:;;;;.;;;;.• 
16 c. \>/.. Butler t "Heart Talk on the Second tiork of Grace, 11 
L.XV (:!Y1areh 3, 19.54) , 3. 
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imperative.17 involves being alive in the spirit 
department of man's personality. It brings man into God consciousness, 
which issues in fellowship, communion a knowledge enabling one to 
I know whom I have believed. The new birth is a fundamental change, 
it brings the conscious self into the sphere of new realities. The 
change is so vital that not only new life has been given but new 
relationships and friendships are made. adjus~~ents are 
m.ade .. 18 
Regeneration is a work of the Spirit.19 life is imparted, 
man has passed from death to life.20 ~ihen one is born of God he receives 
21 the adoption of sons.~ 
is the first principle of true 
holiness. Butler insisted that holiness begins in repent~~ce and ~~·~ATk-
eration. The attitude of true repentance is a holy attitude and this 
leads to a life of righteousness. 22 
The marks of the new birth include the following: {1) God is 
17c. Butlel"t ''£-fan's Place in ... ,. God's Plan, Herald, 
LXVI {l<!a.y 4, 19.5.5), 2. 
18c.. .Butler,. usound Doctrine,u Christian 
Series LVI (1-lay 12, 1938), 1.. .;,;;.;;;;;.;;;;;.:;.;;;.;.- 7 
19c.. Butler, 't'l.'here is a Reason \ihy~" ~ Her~.l.c;!, L.l{V 
(October 5, 1954), 2. 
20Ibid.. Butler, HBible Perfection, 
Series txi:iToctober 12, 1944), 1. 
Christian Witness, New 
21c.. Butler, 'tDi.ble Perfection,~~ ib d. Butler, "The Proving 
of Faith,~~ ~ .. , New LII (!-fay 24, 19 , 1. 
22 c. '~'~. Butler, 1~Dangerous Deception, tl l'.h!, Christian ~vi tness, New 
Series LV (July 22, 1937), 1. 
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brought consciousness, (2) has victory over the 
eousness, (5) all that is good and rejects evil, 
(6) is a for the people noel 23 \X • 0 
ta.kes place the same moment that the receives 
from of the universe. stated that 
was called 
the work of It a part of a perfect whole, it 
25 
much of 
i.n people are 
decision for not 
only~ nor is saved without a decision. &1tler taught that G~1 
·eJ.<.::;<.:c;•:ou"' his power for salvation orliy upon a 
26 
ual's \vill, which involves a decision. 
The 
use of the indi vid-
to zone one of 
salvation. did not write as much concerning this zone as he did zone 
'tlill C-od. for the ~vorld, 11 
(April 16, 1936), 1. 
24 C. Butler 1 of God, n 
LIV (April 9, 19)6) , 
25c. • Butler, liThe Double Cure, 
(April 1949), J. Butler, "Stepping 
(May ::;o, 1956), 3. 
26C~ 
~ liitness, 
Values and Fallacies,!! The Chris-
L:U (December 11, 1941), --
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two but this did not mean that discounted its importance. Zone one 
was vital to his theology for if an individual had not entered zone one 
it would have been impossible for him to enter zone two. 
Zone Two of Salvation 
---
£Xolin!1J!s, :t.b1t !!!. Testament standard !.U9. s:.qmmancl. Butler believed 
th.at holiness was the central idea of Ghristiani ty.. It is a fundamental 
doctrine of the Book. 27 It is declared to be the will of God.28 The 
greatest command given to man, according to Butler, was that found in 
I Peter 1:16, art is written, Be ye holy; for I am holy." God was 
speaking here, He was disclosing zy~n infinite moral perfection and 
His desire was that His children be like Him, holy.29 
Butler went on to say that, as a doctrine of Scripture, it is 
definitely associated with the blood of Christ, Uebret<TS 1):12. It is 
also associated with the work of the Holy Spirit, Romans 15:16. It is 
revealed that it is obtained by faith, Acts 26:18. an experience, it 
is directed at man's deep inner sin problem. It deals with the cure of 
sin which cannot be pardoned. Since it deals with the sin problem, it 
is part of the salv~ticn experience and properly called full salvation.3° 
Z? c. Til. Butler, '*Helps to Holy Living," 1h! Christian ~ii tness, 
New Series 1IV (January 9, 1936), 1. 
28c. ti. Butler, nThe Doctrine of Holiness,n .Ih! Herald, 
(F'eb:MUU".f 5, 1958), 2. 
29c. w. Butler, i'It is Written," ~ Christian \iitness, 
Series LXVIII (February 13, 1941), L 
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Because it is a salvation experience, it is received by faith.3l 
The cure of this deep inner need is a doctrine of scripture, 
according to Butler. Butler taught that the in truth sanctification for 
which Jesus prayed was answered by God with Pentecost. God's original 
purpose at creation was for a being He could have fellatiship with on 
the level of H s holiness. rnis standard was the standard by which 
redeemed and com:manded His people to attain to.32 
Butler further noted that this eownand was for something that 
man was not by nature. Time could not cure this problem. This exper-
ience was and is necessary: (1) to make men what they ought to be, (2) 
to enable them to live right, (3) to be satisfied truly, (4) to eon-
dition and prepare them to meet their obligations in the realm of 
service, and (5) to condition them for their highest activity, that of 
worship of a holy God.33 
The in truth sanctification produces the experience of heart 
holiness.34 hutler•s own words show what is meant here. 
JOe. \!f. Butler, ;/Helps to Holiness, ~ phri~~!n ~t 
Series LIV (January 9, 1936), 1. 
31c. W. Butler, :;The Doctrine of Holiness, ~ Herald, 
(February 5, 1958), 2. 
32c. ;~. Butler, nThe Importance of Holiness, !h! Christian 
\Ailtness, Series LXIV (February, 1947), 1, 2. Butler, "Holiness, 
!h! Heral..t!t (!'iay 7, 19.58), 2. 
J3c. t'i. Butler, ''Sound Doctrine, The Christian lrlitness, Nev1 
Series LVI (June 23, 1938), 1. Butler, J!SoUnd Doctrine," .llis!•, (July 7 
1938)' 1. 
34 C. w. Bu. tler, 11God' s Remedy for ~'ian's Ill, 
n!!!t New Series (July 4, 1946), 1. 
Christian 
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' character deep in the believer 
of true Christian , is 
so deeply imbedded in the Word ~l so 
with the will of and t.he provision 
that to miss this truth and the .,.,...,~'~"'"' 
to the major objective of 
was holy, to there men need to be 
holy, but most believe that this is iinpossible in this life. 
He 
provision for in the work of Calvary. also sent the third 
'16 people .. .,.~ 
trinity to accomplish this real in the lives of 
Definition 2£ holiness. Butler endorsed J. A. Wood's definition 
of holiness, which is as follows, 'fWhen the soul is consciously disen-
v-~~~·~" from all the sinful affinities and is in a state of present 
concurrence -vdth the whole will of God, that is holiness,r,3? 
purpose 
's redemptive 
that it is the most thinkable and believable proposition 
Butler, ~Holiness 11 
1941), 1 .. 
Christian Witness, New 
Exploration of--and a. Testimony to-.. Holinessli 
Series LXVIII (February 20, 1941), 1~ 12. 
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that man c~u~ such a state here now. 
a definition 
Holiness not and kindness nor even Holiness 
as the sets it before us is the correspond.ence of the soul 
with Godt the soul reflecting the intent, desire, and innermost 
character of God; so that were God to enter into the soul He should 
find as much home as His om1 throne . J9 
Butler liked 
I would say holiness not only and and that it 
is more than morality. I would then accept the remainder of this 
definition as one of richest and deepest conceptions of truth 
I have ever read or heard expressed.40 
Butler gave several other definitions and meanings. Because 
they are crucial to this phase of the study~ they are given at length 
in the following quotation: 
In all of its applications it involves first, making holy and 
secondly, clean. 
Biblically defined, it is being made free sin and having 
our first fruit unto holiness and the end everlasting life. It is 
being crueifi.ed with Christ, yet living a life by faith of the 
Son of God.. It is the putting to death of our "old and the 
renewing of our whole nature after the image of that created 
us. In a word, it is being pure as is pure. It involves 
not only the cleansing of our hearts from all unrighteousness, but 
the possession our yielded selves by the indwelling fullness 
of Goo.,41 
38Ibid. 
-
39c.. Butler, *rHoliness Possible, n .Ill!. Christian irlitness, 
ti (November 23, 1933), 1. 
40Ibid. 
41 C.. ~i. Butler 11 "Sound Doctrine t ,, lb.! Christian \ii tness, 
LVI (June 16, 1938), 1. 
Series 
10) 
, .. ., we would say we mean moral health or wholeness.. Holiness 
means a moral recovery of the redeemed subject to a purity which is 
in quality like Christ's It an 
of of in human 
in its nature 
soo~ruc:~tnq , it then 
selfhood 
which it possesses. It is a moral state so distinct its nature 
so its essential relationshl.ps that it lives and 
functions independent of its world environment. It does this, how-
ever, through the continued choices and cooperation of the 
recipient of this Holiness is both a principle and a passion .. 
a principle it conduct; as a it impells to and 
inspires holy service. It is the eternal standard of God,42 
Another of own definitions was: 
a self -sustaining sufficiency, but 
self-hood morally, and an establishing of sueh a personal relationship 
with him• that in it we have as our suffieieney,.u4J In , it 
ean be that Butler holiness as the correspondence of the 
soul with It involves the of the selfhood of all the 
taints of sin.. The individual is pure as Christ was pure.. It is moral 
health the soul of man. 
Butler pointed out that some think can keep 
that this was a 
dangerous deception for ultimately the lower position would utterly 
destroyed .. 
Philosophy of Life,n Christian 
11 1940), 8., 
Butler, of 'l'rue Holiness 11 " Christian 
(~~y 16, 19)5), 1. 
walk 
the 
to Butler, 
people 
but 
2 .. 
104 
and holiness, 
the 
relation of' 
a vital 
these 
preparation was complete 
the 
of the 
the The 
11Lightening the 
Bet)te:m.bE~r 16, 193?) , 1., 
' (June 1, 1939), 1 .. 
of 
of just1fication .. 44 
included a 
45 
but 
on 
were 
work 
46 
was instantaneous. 
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essential point, it was the meeting of conditions.47 
Butler believed that the experience of holiness was not obtained 
b,y works or growth but by faith. The following propositions summarize 
what meant here. 
It is provided by the blood, 
It is 7NrOught by the Spirit, 
It is willed to us by the Father, 
It is revealed to us by the written 
It obtained by simple faith, and attested by the Holy Spirit, 
therefore one of essential salvation.48 
obtainable by :faith, there is no work or waiting that needs to done. 
One can dedicate his all to God and believe il1llT1edia.tely for the bles-
49 
cannot be worked to nor starved to 
death. dealt with by an instantaneously wrought divine work 
through faith in Jesus Christ.5° 
Finally, Butler believed it was obtainable now because C~'s 
~'lord revealed the provision for its covering of man • s with 
of immediate realization and many witnesses in the history of the church 
47 C., Butler, "The Day of Pentecost," Pentecostal._-....-~ 
(June 6t 1951), ), 7• 
48c .. ~i. Butler, "True Holiness, n !h! (September 
19.52)' ). 
49c. ti. Butler, 'God's 
Series LIV (May 7, 1936), 1. the Chureh,n The Christi&n ~ f f '$ilf¥ 
50c. Butler, nThe Logie of True Holinesst" ll!! xhri.~ti!!! 
Witness, Series LII (~~Y 10, 1934), 1, 8., 
witnessed to this fact.51 
Holiness ...... !. second cris*.! ezmerience,. Butler held that a 
crisis was necessary for the obtainment of Christian holiness 
because it dealt with a part of the sin problem., maintained that 
106 
sin was a twofold nature. The committed sins need pardon but there 
is a probl~m in the human breast which pardon cannot reach. This phase 
of the sin problem needs cleansing. Butler's ~(n ~ords concerning this 
The grace of entire sanctificatton for bnce .. born men, norA 
styled believers in Jesus. the believer it parallel in many 
respects to the experience the new birth for the 
instance, it is a work of instant<:~.neously wrought 
It is provided by the atoning blood of our Lord 
It obtained by faith. It deals with a of 
problem. These facts afford us foundation elassi-
sanetification as one part of an uttermost salvation.. They 
also afford us the logical foundation for referring to work 
of as a second definite experience. In the first work of 
the we have committed are forgiven. Their guilt 
their burden lifted. second work of 
the sin which we inherited cleansed.. Oul:" 
in righteousness and true holiness after the 
in~ge or who created us. The first us peace of 
by which our hearts and ~~s are in Jesus Christ. The first 
us from the captivity of the li~ring in 
sin. second purifies us, us in lovef and renews us 
in the moral likeness of God. 
went on to that one not tarry but one 
that one enter in a.s 
52c. Butlert 
Series 
Obtainable 
1938), 1. 
• s ltlill for the Church, 11 
(April 30. 1936), 1. 
Christian 
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soon as he sees his need.53 
Ch..ristian holi.ness .2£ entire sanctification. Butler taught that 
the of entire sanctification is for those who have been born Q~~·~·~ 
It deals with a phase of the sin p:r.•oblem which cannot forgiven but 
needs and clea.nsing. It is the sin which manldro inherited that 
ls dealt nth.54 
a stepping upon God • s promises in faith .. grace 
of Christian holiness or entire sanetifioa.tion is entered, according to 
Butler, a perfect consecration. In repentance the rebellious will 
was surrendered. In consecration the highest use possible of 
1"'1"~~'~'~~"~~'~"'$1!i"! will is ,55 Consecration involves a covenant of 
nent obedience to the whole will of further involves ! fixed 
A perfect consecration involves (1) a supreme moral choice, v-;hen 
a man by free choice determines to be wholly the Lord's; (2) covenant 
53c,. w.. ~ Letter of E:A-plana.tion,'l !b.! Christian ~litness, 
New Series LV (September 23, 1937), 1. Butler, "Holiness," ~· t New 
Series LIV (October 15, 1936), 1. 
54JJ?..:i.P.· 
55c .. ~-1. Butler, 11A Consecration, n .Ih! .,;;;,;:.:;;;;,.;;;;;,;;;..;;.;;;;= ,;.;.;;;;.m;.;;;;;-=•~ 
(April 11, 1935), 8. 
~rmanen~ ~ Qgs!. n5? ~~consecration, according to Butler, 
is in its very nature an act of faith .. ";B 
Consecration is an act of an indiVidual determined by the choice 
of his will. Sanctification involves a divine act, something done 
and for the individual who consecrates.59 
Having made a perfect consecration. the blessing of entire saneti-
fieation or the of Christian holiness obtained by stepping on 
60 the promises and a look of faith to the Lamb of God. This Butler 
Sins committed are dealt with at justification. Entire sancti-
...._.,,::u.. .. with the se<~onta are~l of man's sin problem, state or 
condition of sin.61 In sanctification there is a and 
Negatively si.n is destl"oyed, the 
temple is cleansed .. 
LV! 
Butler, ftConsee:t"ation, 
2, 1939), 1. 
58 c. , "A Perfect Consecration, 7' 
Series LIII (April 11, 1935), 8. 
59c. ~~ .. Butler, uconsecration versus Sancti:fieation, 
!!!!! -.:::;.;~:;:;.:::;;., (July )1, 1941) 11 1. 
The Chris-
-
60 c. Butler, Truth 
LX (September J, 1942), it 
Herald, LXVII (July 11, 1956), 11. 
LXIII (October 1, 1952)t ). 
,~ !h! Christian Witness, 
Butler, ·~Behold the Lamb,~~ !!!! 
Butler, Holiness, tl ibi£t .. , 
61 c. Butler, Truth Series, t~ ..Ill! Christian !'lit~• .. '·' New (September 1?, 1942), 1. Series 
62c. Butler, '?Holiness," .Ill! !!.E.!rald,, (June 4, 1958), 2. 
n~r 
fruit unto holiness, and the end everlasting life .. '16:3 
The heart of man is that :inner eor~~ption. The 
64 of sin problem which cannot be with. It 
complete the of sin.65 It is deliverance 
from 66 "'""-I...J..t:'u. ca:rnali ty. It of 
67 "'0 ''""'~'""'~ It removes all ,..As~Ant.m~~nt. 
Butler, 
~Jf'>Tirm.ml!-,.::>'1" 4, 195:3)' 
W:itn.ess, 
70c,. 
1959), 2. 
Butler, Appointments of 
LV (January 27, 19:38)~ 1. 
, Sp:il .. :i. tual 
LII (July 19, 19)4), 1. 
Butler, (August 4, 
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destroyed but the moral pollution dwelling within man's hamanity.71 
Butler taught that it deals tdth what Scripture refers to as nthe 
sin that dw'elleth in me, "the carnal mind, ~'the sin which doth so 
la:t¥' of sin and death, n ~ithe stony heart, II and "the body or sin.. It 
means the eradication of sin.73 
argued that man c<?.nnot know the depths of sin, Butler 
believed that if' hu.man consciousness could be trusted to tmow anythil'lg, 
it could know when the heart was pure .. 74 
On the positive side, Butler said man is made the possessor 
of imparted righteousness.75 is a positive moral 
76 quality and condition which the Spirit imparts to the believer: This 
righteousness becomes a new expression of the 5.nf'inite righteousness of 
by the route of recovered moral beings. They will stand out as an 
71c. w. Butler, It is 
(March 29. 1945), 1. 
72c. iii. Butler, nThe Truth Series," !b.! ~.~.P.~:t~n .;.;.::;..::;.:.::;:;;.:;;.;::~, 
Series (September 17, 1942), 1. 
73c .. ti .. Butler, "Expositions of 
~~~~Witness, New Series LII (November 
17th 
' 1934), 1, 8. 
74c. Butler t ~~Bible Perfection,?~ !b.!. Christian ..,....;;.;;.;o;....._.,. • 
......, ... ,u,,.., LXII (September 21, 1944) , 2 .. 
75c., \i. Butler, nnootrinal Aspects of the Holiness r>{ovement ~ 11 
lll! LXVTI (I~ovember 7, 1956) 11 6. 
76c. W. Butler, ~~The Gift of' .~:tl.I::Cnlleoul'.l>!le:::;a, o/l !h! Christian 
Series tiii (M~y 30, 1935)~ 9. 
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eternal justification of a holy God for 77 ereatin.g of man. This 
righteousness involves a state of moral health in man's personal:\. ty .. 
the 
of the divine nature. 
is a revelation of the hidden from and ~~,~Dr·-
81 ations, *$Christ in you, the of glory.~* reveals 
things spoken of in I Corinthians 2:9. 
is a deep moral and spiritual union with God. Butler 
taught that this is spoken of in 
union of essence with essence 
17:17, 21, 23. 
<:1..1."'~1.3 but a spiritual 
to the union between Ch~ist Jesus in 
ality or accountability in this union. There 
77 c.. Butler, 
of Sin, ,!b!. Herald, k\VI 
78c. Butler, t'It is ,Th~ ~:..:.::~~ ;;.;;;;;.;.~::;::.:;..~ (r4areh 22, 1945), 1. 
79c. w. Butlert 'Pentecost, 
20, 1943), 1, 2. 
80c .. ~~·. Butler, 
Series (February 
81 c.. Butlert Presence of 
(July 13, 1949), J. 
not a 
Renouncing 
szc , .. 1:l.·tl 
... w. J:Ju.. er, "Holiness, ~~ The Herald, (June 4, 1958), 2. 
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tbe 
of love, purity and of 
less than 
love. holiness not 
destroy,. enables its to holy of 
and doing., 
holiness does not me.ke an but 
a 
sufficiency .. 
which an to a. 
to of 
or 
shall see the Lord. , too, was oot just an arbi tr.?.ry decree 
Series 
LV 
'~It is !·lri tte:n, n 
, 1945)' 1. 
, Value of uv.J-.t.tA<Ao 
(January 30$ 1941), 
Divine 
Butler, 
1937)- 1. 
' 1956), 6. 
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but a Butler held holiness was the only 
doctrine of :tn the Bible as in 
the fow1dation of world, 1:4.90 
91 
concerning 
mean. 
or birth counteraction and eradication. 
of terms 
of .. to; by a 
meant an 
an insurrection, 
of truth~ and so forth. 
to root or out; he nee 
' 
r<t<l>nlMJ;n"'V ? , 1951) t ? • 
meant to pluck up by the roots; 
91c. ~1[. Butler, Shall Receive Potfe:t~, 
Series LIII (November ?~ 1935), 1. 
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synonyms for eradicate are: to abolish, destroy, a~~ihilate. Scripture 
references which Butler used to determine what Soripttu~e meant include 
Psalm 68:13; Isaiah 1:18, 25; Ezekiel )6:25-27; rmlachi ):Zb, )a; 
Romans 6:6, 22; 8~2; Ephesians 4:22 and I John 1:7. added to these 
those Scriptures which spoke to him of sanctification as a definite 
divine work done in and for the believer. The Biblet according to 
Butler~ also speaks of the nbody of sinf' being destroyed and the 
putting off of the nold mann and the putting on of the "new manf' f~hich 
after God. is created anew in righteousness and t:rtte holiness.~~ 
these :references Butler concluded that the best term to describe what 
the Bible speaks of eradication. In Scripture, some of the terms 
used would make sin sound as if it were a physical or material entity. 
:Outler was very emphatic that sin was not a physical entity but it was 
and is a moral condition. He said that fever in the body was like the 
depravity in man's humanity. When the fever -v1as removed it left the 
person normal.. TrJhen depravity is removed man's humanity is from 
sin. Eradication best expressed this for Butler alth~ugh he claimed 
that this term was not a Biblical te:rm.92 
In his discussion of eradication, Butler recognized that this 
was a l'''.l.gged term and many were opposed to it because or wrong eonno-
tations. In delineating its meaning, was quite emphatic that 
92 C .. w. Butler, ~Eradication, Suppression, or Counteraction, 
Which?,*' The Christian \litness, New Series LVI (July 21, 1938), 1, 8. 
Butler, ~~icition', ""suppression, or Counteraction, \tlhich 1," ~·, 
Series LXVIII (September 26, 1940), 1, 8, 10. 
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eradication did not dehumanize a man's selfhood.93 Depravity and 
humanity t~Tere and are not inseparably united.. The depravity may be 
cleansed and man can keep his true humanity. Butler held that God does 
not destroy s natural affections, tempers and desires. Man can be 
tempted, suffer being tempted and yet remain pm:•e.,94 
Butler believed that it would be a great calamity for an infinite 
God to undertake to save men from sin and then actually allow that man 
always had to have some on hand and could never be free from it. The 
most logical position for Butler was that God, when wit..}} 
would utterly destroy itt eradicate it.95 
Distinction between sanctification and holiness. Butler said 
=;;;.;:;.;;;;;;,;.;;o.=o;;.:;;;;. .;;:o;;..;;.;.;,;;;;;;:;.;;;. =:.:;;;;.;--........,.;;.;.;:;.;;~ - .;,;;,;;:;.;;;;.;;;;;-.;;;;;.;;;. 
that although these terms a:re frequently used synonymously, there a 
distil'lction between them. ~~Sanctification is the act of' God's grace 
whereby we are made holy. Holiness is the state o:r condition :resultant 
upon the work of God in sanctifying us. 
Christian g~~fection. Another term which Butler used to describe 
Christian holiness o:r entire sanctification was Christian perfection. 
93c. b'utle:r, Balanced View of Sanctification,~~ The Herald, 
LXIV (October 7, 1953), 3. - ·- • 
94c. \f. Butler, ~1Echoes From Chapel Talks at John ~"letcher Col-
lege,~¥ .Ill! Christian Witness, New Series LV (April 29, 1937), 1, 8. 
95c. Butler, nHoliness,~1 The Christian tvitness, Series 
(September 27~ 1945), 2. ---
96c. \~·. Butler, Relative Position of Saneti:t"ication in the 
Plan of Salvation, n I!!! Christian Witness, liew Series LII (December 20, 
1934), 1. 
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It has been included in this discussion because of the confusion in 
some people's minds concerning the meaning of perfection. Butler 
Butler taught that c~~istian perfection is an obtainable a~~~QY•-­
ience L~ this life. It is coming to adulthood. The baptism of the 
Holy Spirit accomplishes this in the lives of people. They put 
their clothes of spiritual babyhood put on the purity 
and strength not exclude 
grm~h but removes the hindrances. Growth comes by the processes of 
discipline and experience in living and serving which requires a time 
elemento97 
Christian perfection is not absolute perfection, according to 
Butler. This belongs to God aloneo98 It is not legal perfection 
although it harmonizes with the law by perfect attitudes toward the 
and by possessed of the spirit of the law. The only 
between Christian perfection and legal perfection is the which 
to a mistake in judgment and possibly in conduct. It is not 
angelic perfection nor is it human perfection such as Adam possessed 
prior to the fall. It evangelical perfection. It is a of 
freedom from sin and a perfection of love, a state of dwelling in 
97 c. W.. , i>Henoeforth, 11 
LV (October 28, 1937), 8. 
98c. w .. Butler, "Walk Thou ~'"''""'"''"' 1'-ie, 11 
t~ew '"""''~-'-"'"' LXII (August )1 11 1944), 1. 
Christian Witness. 
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and the one perfected.99 It is love fulfilling the law. This is 
the heart of evangelical 100 for which Butler stoodQ 
all that is contrary to its very essence. There are some who believe 
that they can grow into this experience.. Butler pointed out that there 
is a difference between growing into a state of <'l'l":<~a. and growth in 
grace once that state had been entered. He indicated that no one can 
grow into the of Christian holiness. 101 Growth in does not 
cure sin nor does the cure of sin mature character, nor does it bring 
one to that place of maturity which involves the time element and is 
the result of living the life after one is purified. 
Once the person has entered this grace of holiness by faith in 
the blood of the Lord Jesus, the second activity of holiness, according 
to Butler, is that it imparts its own moral quality to all that it does 
not destroy. 10J The sanctified person has been made pure and has 
99c. Iff. Butler, ~Bible Perfection," 1.!!!. Christian Witness, New 
(September 14, 1944), 1. 
100 c. Butler, of Truth,'t .;;..;;;;=;;;..;;o,;;;.;;..;;;;;;;;.;;;;. ~~~' 
(January s~ 1949), ,, (. 
101c. w. Butler, nprogress in the Life of Christian Perfection,w; 
LXII (December 14, 1944), 1. 
102c. Butler, 'Purity and txrowth,n Ih!. Christian Witness, New 
Series LII (February 1.5, 1934), 8. Butler, <fPurity and Growth, 11 ibid., 
New Series LVI (September 29, 1938), 1 .. 
103c. Butler, "It 1flritten," Christian Witness, l~ew 
Series LXIII (April 5, 1945), 1. 
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entered a ne-tlT state but he has just entered. are areas of gr~~th 
opened up now the inward barriers for removed 
and he now in the condition for normal development in the things of 
God. 104 Butler taught that 
-'""··'"'""' in the Christian life o The 
a list of things to be 
is not for something new to be 
added but the increase of those which one already 
10£:7 possesses. J Butler referred to John 's distinction between 
perfect love light.. Perfect love an instantaneous 
blessing received by through faith when one 
Light comes day by day as one studies the Word and faces the 
realiti of daily living. Light is associated with f'..nowledge is 
therefore capable of ever increasing. This is the route of in 
and. the building of holy character .. one who is fully saved 
receives new light, he should not cast confidence 
light, accept it obey it completely. held that this 
secret of abiding and advancing in this ~~ace. 106 
to ~1tler, is a blessing instantan-
eously but maturity involves a time element disciplin~T processes!07 
t>rllttl:•es:s in the Life of Christian Perfection,~~ 
{December 14, 1944), 1. 
105c. Butler, Precious Faith,~ lh! Christian Witness, 
New Series LIX (February 19t 1942), 1. 
!'.~Ui::~oc:•"'e to Young Cl1ristians, •~ The Christian 
(!1arch 9, 1939), 1.. --Witness, 
107c .. \'1., Butler, (October 3, 1951), 
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that this experience is not a 
study of , nor daily commun:ton t-ii th the 
constant use of all means of nor for the performance Ch:t•istian 
duty is fJV'"''"'.l"u.z..<:l' which honors Christ anci. cause 
...... ,,u0 men .. 
108 
often by the of 
of 
and submission build the of holy character.. .A man who walks with 
God can holy as the man who walks with the 
but means that his character will mature. 
finality in moral and eternal 
1 is, 
that by living, 
botl1 the measure 
and power of all of .. maturity and 
109 
Butler's teaching was that 
Life of Christian Ya""T£>n 
(December 14, 1944), 1 .. 
Christian Perfection, n ==-
Butler, is Written. 
120 
faith. It is retained by a continued of •s conditions .. 
'fhe provided 
.. phase or faith is that by one 
performs the service life. This phase of 
of by the experiences of everyday .. The one who ~1alks by 
faith quantity and 
110 
Butler 
consent 
his will .. 
of attitude. 
~v'hen the very attitude is taken toward eveFjthing which one to 
face, and, , it will 
create in soul an atmosphere in which it is to 
• will make it possible anchor 
to hold .. 111 Butler taught that there is of Chris-
tian but one cannot this thought of 
as a 
" 
disease. The grace of holiness 
cleanses the heart from sin.. Butler taught that, while it is that 
Series 
111 
Butler, "Faith as a 
, 1937), 1. Butler, 
5, 1942), 1 .. 
c. tf. Butler, nLi.ke Precious 
(March 12, 1942), 1, 8. 
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all human beings have limitations and infirmities, these are wrongly 
called when they are called sins.112 Holiness as an e~:perience of the 
heart does not clear the h~~an personality of infirmities ar~ imper-
factions, but it does clear the soil of the heart of all evil. It 
clarifies the motive and furnishes a pure L'lward urge for everything 
that is good and Godlike., Perfection of mind and body are reserved for 
that part of the redemptive program when men will be raised to immor-
tality and eternal life.113 
Butler insisted that humanity and depravity are not one and 
same.. They are not inseparably united until de~.th parts them.. God 
created humanity but not depravity. Butler, therefore, insisted that 
it was not a sin to be human. Sin involves the volition of a free 
responsible being, but limitations and infirmities, inasmuch as they 
are not volitional in nature, are not to be referred to as sin. Butler 
character and what he does in conduct. He further recognized the need 
of Gn~ist•s atonement for the covering of such faults which fail to 
measure up to the absolute perfection of the law. Yet, in this 
he did not allow for any known sin or known faculty conduct. This 
112c. W.. Butler, HVictory in Jesus, '1 
1957)' z .. 
Herald, LXVIII (Augt'I.St 7, 
113c .. \v. Butler, 71True Holiness,n !b.!. Q.hristian \iitness, New 
Series LI (August ) , 1933), 1. Butler, '9The Supreme Purpose of Redemp-
tion,11 It!!. Christian \<fitness, New Series LIX (October 2, 1941)11 1. 
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margin refers only to such sins of ignorance shortcomings which 
would not stand the test of law yet are not out of purity 
and perfect love wi t.lrln. l-ack of information or misinformation be 
the occasion for a mistake in practice. Yett th:i.s would be 
scripturally speaking. The evangelical perfection which Butler 
114 
contended recognizes that t~love is the fulfilling of the law .. " 
in his teaching that sickness and 
disease are a part of the probationa~J plan in the world in which 
Chr:tstians live.. They are not to taken as direct judgments of God 
upon afflicted people. Christians are not to expect exemptions from 
these because they belong to but in the fact of these to 
find His all sufficient grace. One of two alternatives is to accept 
Satan's lie that if one were right with God this wouldn't happen. 
Acceptance of this mistake could lead to a loss of faith. The other 
alternative is to make these afflictions work for one's own One 
sure way to detect the man filled with the is the way he receives 
suffering.L5 Butler spoke out in this area because of the confusion 
he found in the minds of many people. 
I.em-etat:\,9.!!• Butler taught that it rmst be reCOE,'nized tha.t there 
is no state in in which one temptation., said 
114c .. Li. Butler, "Why ?~ot Trust the Blood?," l:h! Christian ill-
B!!!' Series LIV (July 2), 1936), 1, 8, 9. 
115c. ?1J:iiistaken Notions, wt .11'!!. Christian \eli tness, 
(June 14t 1945), 1. Butler, "Our Common Heritage," l'.h! 
LXIII (March 15, 1952), J, 7• 
12:3 
th.iit the term temptation is illiled in Scripture in two ways.. In one situa-
tion it means the testing of t.~e individual's faith. In situa-
tion means the solicitation to evil. held that in the 
God can tempt but never in the second. the 
second instance, it must with Satan. 1 Even the individuals 
into entire sanctification have the capabilities of 
being tempted .. and 
the possibility of sinning. This capacity a.JUoral in its 
nature. 117 These capacities are 110t destroyed by Christian holiness. 
are several parallels between Christ person who entirely 
sanoti.f'ied ~ to Butler. was tree !rom sin so is the 
one who entirely sanctified. humanity was anointed by the 
Holy Spirit, the Holy Spirit is to those iqho are sanctified.. The 
Holy Spirit reveals the and the Son. 
given in tullness the sanctifl.ed one then has all the fullness 
used the t~itten Word to resist and overcome 
the tempter. The sanctified person can also use the of God through 
faith to overooine world, the flesh and the devi1. 118 
116c. T;J. Butler, ~~Holiness and Temptation, 11 1'.b!, Christian T.Vlt-
~~~ Nm-1 LIV' {January 2:3~ 1936), 1. 
117 C. Butler, *if!elps to Living, 11 f.hf! Christian ~vi tness, 
LIV (January 16, 19.36), 1. Butler, ~~Holiness and V'iotorio'Uli! 
Living, u -lli.S.•, Netf (Maroh 2.3, 19lf.4), 1. 
118c .. W.. Butler 11 :f'J.'emptations of the Sanatified Ill! Christian 
Witness, Series LVII (September ?, 1939), 1. 
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is not 
which could be temptation and the within .. 
one the blood come 
a to make the distinction. 119 
Butler temptations originate the 
of 
one from without 
prooesses li"ithin. 
thoughts into obedience of Christ., sin because 
are The grace of full salvation 
of 
s attacks. the holding fast 
the limitations i.nfirmities individual seeks to precipi-
tate other ' he uplifts some mistake and 
attempts to get the individual to cast away his confidence. Oftimes 
when the individual • s f'eelings have run low because of manifold temp-
tations, physical fatigue or exhausted nerve force, he suggests that 
125 
than he feels or • knows that 
soon the individual will only be liVing as 
may even get the indiVidual to cast away his confidence. This been 
a direct attack the person's faith. Butler the way to 
overcome under this attack is It 
is not a question of feelings but settled facts. profession 
he should profess his faith 
kind and measure of faith to abide as it did to receive in the first 
place. The second proposition, to Butler, 
of a person's faith is the of God. Thirdly, the sou.nd.ness 
certainty of promise is based upon 
secret of overcoming 
will mean a quiet assurance which is the content of the 
121 
the 
Sp:trit. 
Butler said that a man at heart is the measure of 
true self.. The heart involves the conscious self. Temptation 
comes as an appeal to one's inlets from. 
the outer vTOrld to the to 
the natural and hU!ilan self even after 1 t is cleansed all 
indwelt by a holy God. 
(2) ambition for 
such inlets are: (1) the love of money; 
or for the honor that a place brings; (3) natural 
affection; (4) sins of the spirit--pride, self-will; 
121 c. Profession of ~' 
13, 1945), 1, 2. Butler, 
Light, 1' Pentecostal.:;:.;.;;:~;;;.:> LX (June 1, 1949)t 3. 7• 
(5) all 
Butler insisted only 
aa:ru::Ellrclus inlets is a 
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to cease is 
one can successful ove~rcom:rne: of these 
f..ossibi,lit;y, ~ falli!J& ints !Ul• It has already been pointed 
out that Butler said God made man with a capacity wherein sin was a 
possibility. Yet, this capacity is amoral in its nature and does not 
involve a necessity to sin. This simply represents the possibility in 
the personality of a free moral agent. It has also been observerJ that 
there is no state of in this life which is not on probationary 
tenure.. ~iith this in mind, Butler noted that it possible for a 
sanctified believer to once again fall into sin. 1940, Butler gave 
three edi tori.als for the reprinting of the chapter, "The Blessing 
Lost'' frc;.::. B~verly Carradine's book, Jll! Sanctified !tY'.!• (This 
book was instrumental in helping Butler into the of entire 
sanctification, particularly the chapter on, •tThe Loneliness of the 
Life .. n) Butler recognized the possibility of losing out the 
individual 
nized that it is possible to 
cation. This 
.. <:.\ • .L.~.tu . .,., to 
true where there 
ln the 
heart purity without losing justifi-
been a leakage of love 
of holiness. Also. is 
127 
possible to lose both places in grace ~~ it is possible to be reestab-
lished,. What an individual has lost, that he wst seek was Butler's 
teaching .. witnessed to the fact or having lost the blessing or holi-
ness for several years but that he continued to maintain a justified 
experience. Later, he regained this e}gperience and walked with God.12J 
Butler recognized several ways by which one may fail of the 
of God. They are: carelessness, selfishness, foolishness 11 by little 
comproiP.ises, unfaithfulness to duty, by giving place to the devil in 
one • s attitude toward others and by grieving the Holy Spirit even i.n 
small areas.. Success requires careful living, watching unto prayer and 
prompt obedience to all the known will of Goo. 124 
Besides the possibility of losing the of , Butler reeog ... 
nized that it is possible for the person whose habitual practice is not 
to sin to be betrayed into an act of sin which does not represent his 
habit of life. 
I John 2:1. Nevertheless, ~~e course of life to be followed by the 
believer is that he does not continue in sin.125 
However,. because of deceitfulness of sint the utmost watch-
fulness is essential to preserve every element of Christian e:A-perience 
123c. w .. Butler, nThe Blessing May Recovered,t' lll! ....... ;;.;;;;.;;..;;.;;:;~ 
\ii:in'P.f.s, New Series LXVIII (June 20, 1940), 1, 2. 
124
c. ~i. :Outler~ r1Lessons From !iebrewst .lJl! Christian Witness, 
.Jar.~."""' !;,'{VIII (June 20t 1940) t 1 t 2., 
125c. Butlert >~True Holiness, !b! !!!ra19-, (November 5, 
J. 1952), 
128 
f ~-- • 126 rom .uu.-oaa.s .. 
. This comprises Butleres teaching concerning zone two of salvation. 
This wrua the great truth which he preached and which he gave himself so 
Butler also referred to zone three of salvation as glorification. 
This zone is entered after one has successfully run the course of life. 
"In this final perfection, is deliverance from all consequences 
127 of sin.n This zone deals with man's suffering and his mortality. 
There has been a perfect provision for his immortality. It is at this 
point that death is swallowed up in victory man becomes truly 
immortalized. According to Butler, this includes salvation from pain, 
tears, sorrow and all the elements of decay. This hope eor..summates t'1.e 
redemption which Christ provided for man. In Butler's own words, 
The redeemed and glorified saints will then be on a level where 
abide the fellowship, association and the co-operation with 
an infinite God move out into the eternals with all t...'le possibi-
lities wrapped up in their God-created self-hood for holy advances 
in the realm of knowledge, and co-operation with Him who both 198 
created originally who redeemed a believu1g forever. N 
Butler that man had a little 
126 c. Butler, Holiness," 
~~II (March 9, 1944), 1. 
127 C.. Butler, nThe Truth Series, !b.!.,;;;.,;;,;;;~......,..,....,;.;.;;;...::;.;;.;~;,, 
(October 1, 1942), 1. 
128c. Butler, Heditatio:n Our k~.~.~ .... u Glorified Lord,'q 
Christian Witness, New Series, ~~IV (April 18, 1946), 1, 2. 
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to be lifted so high that it stated of that 
Thus, the perfection of 
includes the total of man1 s personality. Only this objective vzas 
f'or God to make the :tnvest..l!lent which He 129 
Butler wrote only a small amount concerning this zone,. 
is Butler tho~1t concerning the individual aspect of 
the of holiness. 
II. COI.T:F:CTIVELY 
The church, according to Butler, is up of those who are 
It consists of twice born men and women.. They one time 
were of the worldt they were members of the 
are still in the world but are n~~ ~nbers of the second Adam's race. 
'fhey are me1ro.bE~rs of a new race with a new head .. work 
of' the world into the church., Butler 
said tTh~t church means called-out ones, 
They are not of the world whether in the organized church or out. 13° 
The church is the body of its 1)1 .. The 
129c. Butler, 
(October 1, 1942), 1. 
13°c .. w. Butler, of St., John, the 17th Chapter," 
LII (October 4, 19)4}, 1, B. 
131c. Butler, ~~To l?ulf'ill the \!lord of 
(November 2, 1949), ). 
Pentecostal 
can be settled on the 
The church 
to face with God and their 
of the Gospel of Christ. 132 
of those out 
130 
problem 
kindred, tribe and tongue. multitudes which have been, are and will 
be saved will make up the church triumphant. Wben the rest of the world 
order baa gone into final wreckage the 
and became children God will inhabit the new earth. 
mission of the church is to save men out of the of this present 
world order and get them prepared for the new Ch~istian order.133 
Christian! ty, besides those who believe, establishes 
restraints the 
reject Christ personally.134 
Butler did not the or the 
restoring of the standard of holiness in 
III. 
Thii! presented 's position concerning the subjec~ 
tive aspects of salvation both individually It 
sen ted three zones of salvation 
132c. W. Butler, "The Church l?roposed 
Christian Witness$ LXII (August 24, 1944)~ 1. 
i33c. 1tl,. Butler t wrh.e Dream of a , 
~' Series ( J!ln1lary 17, 1946) , 1. 
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the committed sins.. Ho11.ness was begun here" Zone two dealt with the 
j.nheri ted sinful :nature.. Holiness was full here, the individual 
was established in Christian holiness. Butler ta~1ght that the climatic 
objective of the redemptive program centered in this of 
Christian holiness. Zone three dealt with the effects sin which are 
not removed by grace in this life. Holiness was finished here. The 
church, according to Butler, is made up of those who have been bo:rn 
again, it has a savory influence even on men who reject Cl1rist completely. 
HOLINESS OF GOD LAST THINGS 
CHAPTER VII 
HOLINESS OF GOD IN LAST 
The puujpose of this chapter was to present Butler's position 
concerfl..ing last things. It was treated under these four divisions: 
Death and Immortality; the Second Coming; Resurrection and ~ldgment; 
and Final Consummation. 
Butler believed that when man sinned, he came under the death 
sentence; this was a threefold sentence. First, it was death in the 
spirit department of man's nature. Second, it was the death sentence 
for the pnysical body. Third, it was eternal death also called the 
second death. 1 
immortal; death does not end all, not even conscious 
existence. Butler the following as a definition of death, 
does not mean annihilation, but separation from conditions and relation-
ships which make existence lvorthy of the term life. 
The scriptural reference which Butler used in discussing the 
matter of death was Luke 16. also said that Paul referred to a state 
of the dead as being with Christ immediately. He noted that the rich 
1c. ~'I. Butler. ~Eternal Life, !h!, ~i!,rald, LXIII (April 2, 1952), 
3. Butler, "l'ia.n's Place in ••• God's Plan,n ~., LXVI (!•lay 4, 1955), 
2. 
2c. w .. Butler, "Eternal Life, 11 Ib!, Herald, LXIII (April 2, 1952) 11 
3. 
man had conscious existence but it was in separation God 
all that makes lll"t'•:.1"ll"•c worth defining as life;. Spiritual death is 
from God and that noi'IIJS.l for s true life or for 
men in 
meet physical 
3 
, his strongest desire to continue to live .. 
The question ever recurs is, w1If a man die shall 
was built 
has 
II .. 
was not through with Christ. He 
is is the of coming judgment 
of new of the future dispensation.5 will 
come and take possession of the world he has and 
run the affairs of men as king for a sabbatical period of 
one thousand 
That is con1ing is as truly a doctrine of Scripture as that 6 
we need to be sanctified wholly in order to be ready for that event. 
Jc. w .. Butler, ~~created or Uncreated Life, vlhich, ~i .!.!:.!. Christian 
tfi tness, New LXVIII (September 19 , 1940) , 1 , 8. 
JJ, 
'C.. t'l. Butler, *~Shall Live Again, n Ib! Christian Witness, New 
Series LXVII (October 26, 1932), 1, 4, 5 • 
.5c. ·w. Butler, True Christo logy, w' 1h!, Christian Witness, New 
Series LVII (October 5, 1939)j 1. 
6c. 1tl. Butler, 
(June 3, 1953), ). 
True Estimate of Christ,~* Herald, 
:1.35 
Butler held position that Ghrist appear in the clouds 
of air to take the in Ch:rist to supper 
of the Christ would rettu~n this manner at the of 
the close of Anticr.u·ist' s lasts 
to earth. 
itntichrist will destroyed, Satan will be bound and the living nations 
of earth will be judged. Christ i'fill establish of right-
eousness .. people to secure the wedding garment of perfected 
holiness and maintain a spotless garment to the end of their stay on 
7 earth .. 
III. JUDGMENT 
:tn an chapter. In addition, Butler held that Christ's resur-
rection was a 8 of the resurrection of the bodies of all men. 
believed that Scripture taught there will be a resur-
reotion both of just and the 14"'ljust.. The just will be raised 
life • The unjust unto the judgment 
~~ cleath and eternal separation from God.9 
----------·--·-·-·-------
7 C. Butler, Day of the Lord, l~ .Ih! C"b..ristian Yfi tnes,l!!,, 
Series LI (September 30, 1943), 1 .. 
8c. Butler, nEaster Meditation Our Risen and Glorified Lord,n 
Th~ Qhristian Witness, New Series LXIV (April 18, 1946), 1. 
,_.., 9 C. ~v. Butler, Our Glorious Hope, n The .Qhristt.¥ Wi tne~s., ~lew 
.;;er:i._!!lll3s LII (March 29, 1934), 1. 
One of the great appointments made by God is a judgment after 
death. 10 At this judgmentt God will require of moral creatures that 
11 which he provided at Calvary, the standard which will measure moral 
values in that judgment will be holiness. 12 
IV. F'INAL CONSti'i:*!ATION 
136 
Sin kindled the flames of hell and will furnish the fuel for 
those flames for everlasting burning. 1J In his own words, Butler said: 
Man in final separation from God will find himself in a state of 
hopeless despair and of eternal moral darkness, with nothing to 
satisfy the deep of his own nature. Hell will be eternal unrest, 
with no place for the sole of man's foot to rest for a single 
second. It will be despair without hope, and darkness without 
light, and sorrow without any alleviation of even temporary joy. It 
will be sin let loose on itself, without any1~f the mollifying influences of the presence of righteousness. 
flis admonition was to secure the garment of pure holiness. 
Heaveu 
Butler•s works concerning the future place of the righteous were 
10c. W. Butler, 11Three Great Appointments of God," I.h!! Christian 
!ll."tn~s~, New Series LV O·lovember 11 , 19:37) , L 
11c. '~'J• Butler, 11!_ lio+ine .. s~ l'1anifesto 1' (Louisville, Kentucky: The 
Herald Press, n. d.), p. 108. 
12c.. Butler, "Faith-Building ~las sages, n ~ gpriE!,tia,n lili tness 1 
New Series LXVII {February 22,. 1940) 9 1. 
i3c. ~i. Butler, "'Holiness Desirable, n .Ih! .Q~h;r.i,stia~ ~\fitness, New 
Series LIII (t~y 9, 1935), 1. 
14c. Butler 9 "Faith-Building t..J:essa.ges," Ih! Christian ;,;.;;;;..=;;..;.:;;•• 
New Series LXVII (February 22, 1940), 1, 8. 
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brief. 
Heaven represents to us eternal the of 
but the rest of perfect harmony, the absence of all friction and 
care, the presence fullness of joy. will be light without 
darkness and joy unmingled with sorrow; yea, in the finality of 
redemption -v;hich includes glorification of our , ~r;e 
shall be prepared to actually see and live in the presence of and 
the etexnal felicity and of our infinite 15 
for entrance into heaven 
quality which which 
The basis of is not success in 
to possess a moral 
16 possesses. 
nor in 
This chapter presented Butler's position concerning last things; 
Death Irar.lortali ty , and 
is to come. 
Butler, ~~Faith-Building t"lli\ll::>oe~~t.~:~'.,, ~~ !.!'!!. Chr+st!~ Witness, 
(February 22 11 1940), 8. 
16 Ibid.~ PP• 1, 8. 
!7 c. W. Butler, !!Faithfulness the Basis of tte'trua.:r•d 
\iitness, l~aw Series LX (October 1.5, 1942)~ 1. 
~~ l'.b.! Christian 

CF.APTER VIII 
COl~CLUSIONS 
I. 
The problem of this paper was to investigate c. W. Butler's 
theology in order to: (1) ascertain the focal point of his theology, 
(2) sat forth the effect this focal point had on the rest of his theo-
logy, and (3) systematize his theology in the light of that influence. 
All of Butler's vr.ritten works which were available to this lr~iter 
were surveyed at least once. Those works which presented his theological 
position were examined more closely a second time and a third time. This 
enabled this writer to view the entirety of Butler's theological posi-
tion and to see his strong emphases which stood out like towering moun-
tain peaks. Once these '1mountain peaks" were seen, this writer was able 
to systematize Butler's theology according to the emphasis Butler placed 
on the various mountain peaks. 
Chapter II contained the first towering mountain. In this 
chapter, Butler's doctrine of God was discussed. The summit of this 
mountain was reached when Butler told his readers that God is holy. The 
holiness of God, for Butler, was not just one of God's several attributes 
but he said it was God's very nature, and that the other moral attributes 
His nature. 
The third chapter presented the manner in which Butler claimed 
that the holiness of God was manifested in creation. He believed that 
140 
God created two orders of morally responsible beings whose moral natures 
were like unto God's moral nature, i.e. angels and men. They were 
created holy and had the power to retain this holiness, makir~ it their 
own by their choosing. 
Chapter IV's mountain peak contained a dark and ~ysterious truth. 
From this mountain, Butler told his readers that part of the first order 
or morally responsible beings and the entirety of the second order did 
not keep their original holiness. In each group those who rebelled 
replaced God's will with their self-will and in doing this, they lost the 
holiness with which they were endowed at creation. 
Butler's position concerning God's recovery program was presented 
in Chapter V. This chapter dealt with the objective side of redemption 
as Butler understood it. Christ, the eternal Son of God, offered Him-
self as a sacrificial lamb to God to make atonement for human sin. This 
atonement was of such a nature that God could be just and justify the 
sinner. The provision made at Calvary also provided that man could be 
restored to that state of holiness from which he fall in the garden. The 
Holy Spirit has been sent by the Father and the Son to make real, in the 
lives of those who all~~ Himt the provisions Christ made at Calvary. 
The subjective side of salvati.on, as Butler taught it, was 
presented in Chapter VI. This mountain of truth contained Butler's 
three zones of salvation experience. Zone one, which includes justifi-
cation and regeneration, was the beginning of the restoration of holiness 
in man. Zone two Butler called Christian holiness. This is the zone 
where, according to Butler, the individual is restored to that state 
141 
of holiness from which man fell in the garden. If the individual rmruains 
true to God the rest of his life, upon death he will enter the third 
zone of salvation. In this zone all the effects of sin are removed and 
the individual can in holiness 
Chapter VII presented Butler's doctrine of things. This 
mountain of truth more than t.he others, he wrote ..,v,,.~...,u.co•-
tively little about last things. truth• however, which glistens 
frCM this distctnt mountain is xnen holiness to ... ""'"""' for 
things. God will at that time tha:t which Son pro-
at Calvary·. 
II .. 
1. '!'he focal point of Butler's theology was his that 
·Jod is an infinitely holy being who holiness of morally res-
ponsible 
z. This focal point influenced the entirety of his theology 
m,'lking it possible to his works in light of that 
influence. 
3. Butler's 
of a 
4. 
chE~llln concept of sin. 
). Butler's 
him from the 
is a sentimental rubber of men's activities. 
on the of God kept him a 
on holiness of 
a high concept of the atonement of Christ. 
Butler•s on the holiness of Jod helped him to 
"'""'zu""''G to the and work of the Holy Spirit. 
7. Butler's emphasis on the holiness of God helped 
size the importance and necessity of the second work of 
called Christian holiness. 
142 
to empha-
which he 
8. The written record of Butler's theology was weak in the 
following areas: prelimina.ry of' grace~ doctrine of the church 
and doctrine of last 
Butler was acquainted tdth the languages it was 
not obvious in his writings. If he had known these, he could have built 
• 
1. The personal and social ethics of the Holiness movement would 
be profitable for study. 
2.. A comparison of Butler with John Wesley or Joseph Smith 
could be an interesting also. 

APPENDIK A 
BIOGRAPHY OF C. BUTLER 
Charles William Butler was born !1ay 13, 1872 and died April 17 9 
1960. At his home goi~~ he was almost eighty-eight years old. was 
born in Ca.ro, Tuscola County, £4ichigan, and died in Portland 9 Oregon. 
He was called to preach at the age of seventeen and was licensed to 
preach by the Detroit Conference or the Methodist Church while he was 
yet in his teens. ~lhile he pastored a church in Detroit, Pdehigan, his 
church knew a five year revival. He spent forty years as a camp meeting 
speaker. He was president or Cleveland Bible Institute for fifteen 
years., t·fulle he was there he taught pastoral theology, systematic 
theology and homiletics. Following this, he was president or John 
Fletcher College for another tan years. He served as editor of Ih! 
Cr~istian Witness for thirteen years. contributed articles, which 
additional thirteen years. was president of the National Holiness 
Association for fourteen years. was the founder of Miehiga~ Holiness 
Association and served as its president for forty-eight years. In 
J anuacy, 1960 11 the Butler-Valade Chair of Biblical Theology was named 
in the honor of Mr. C., c. Valade~ a laymP..n, and Dr. c. vf., Butle:t"', at 
Asbury Theological Seminary.1 
1 J. C. t1cPheeters , ~'The Home Going of Dr. C., ~v. Butler, n The 
-Herald, (May 4, 1960), 8, 17. 
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Dr. Butler witnessed to the fact that he knevr the experience of 
Christian hoB.ness in his or.m heart and life. 2 
2c .. w .. Butler, "The Relation to Holiness,n ~Christian 
Series LII {December 1311 19)4), 1, 8. 
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